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editor’s note

Ignoring a shooting doesn’t
mean it didn’t happen
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According to an Aug. 31 Chicago
Sun-Times article, police have charged
24-year-old Kornell Strenger with
the crime. But there are still new and
returning students arriving on campus
with no knowledge that a shooting
occurred in a neighborhood that is considered safer than most.
With the Jackson shooting and the
Aug. 6 armed robbery at the Harrison
Red Line stop, which the Office of Safety
and Security alerted students to via
email, Columbia needs to make clear
what it is doing for students who live
near these stops or take the Red Line
home from class.
DePaul University was the only
college nearby that released a campus
safety alert about the shooting that
was available to the public. The alert
was posted the same day as the shooting. The School of the Art Institute of
Chicago did not publish an alert and
did not immediately hear about the
shooting, according to SAIC’s Executive
Director of Campus Security John Pack.
Roosevelt University’s Campus Safety
Department declined to comment on
the matter.
So this lack of communication isn’t
just a Columbia problem. Students, no
matter their college, need to be assured
that their safety is a top priority.
Columbia is taking steps by including
safety seminars in the Engage Columbia
program during welcome weeks, but
more needs to be done—and fast.
The reason for not alerting college communities to this event is
still unclear, but whether it was a
conscious decision or an oversight
doesn’t matter. What matters is that
students need to feel safe anywhere
on their campus, even if that campus
is nearly 15 city blocks wide.
zeitel@columbiachronicle.com

was underground with an active
shooter this summer. A man standing on the Jackson Red Line platform Aug. 17 fired a gun at another man
just after a Howard Street-bound train
pulled in. The victim, who was inside the
train, was shot twice but survived.
A group of 20 or so people were
fighting—yelling, pushing and running
around the platform—as Zoë Haworth,
The Chronicle’s art director, and I were
waiting for a train home just before 8
p.m. Tensions escalated quickly, and
Haworth and I had just a split second to
decide whether to board the train that
had just pulled up or take the stairs to the
street. As the doors opened, we darted
in, along with some other frightened
bystanders. Just before the doors closed
again, we heard two shots ring out, but
it’s been reported that there could have
been up to six.
The doors reopened and didn’t close
again as everyone who was left on the
platform—including some who were
on the train—ran toward the stairs.
Haworth, I and the rest of the passengers
on our train car didn’t move.
We were confused and partially frozen.
The gunshots were so quiet. I’ve heard
guns shot before—even shot a couple
myself—and they were always so loud.
When we were sure the coast was
clear, Haworth and I followed some
other passengers out of the station and
waited inside the Barnes & Noble on
State Street for almost an hour as emergency vehicles came and went, and the
victim was loaded onto a stretcher and
into an ambulance.
As I compulsively scanned Twitter
and news sites for any reports or updates
on what had just happened, I wondered
how long it would take Columbia to put
out a security alert to the college community, warning them about a shooter in
the area. But three weeks later, there has
yet to be one.
Though not technically a part of
Columbia’s campus, the Jackson stop is
frequented by many Columbia students
and is just a block from the Arc at Old
Colony building, which will house students starting this year.
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New campus community comes
together over Convocation

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS EDITOR

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE

WHITE BALLOONS HANGING in the air lead
groups of newly acquainted students into
the green fields of Grant Park. Students
entered into South President’s Court as
strangers and left with new friends and
connections bound to last throughout
their college careers.
After an orientation loaded with schedules and paperwork, students were given
the opportunity to dance, meet peers and
eat a free hot dog or two during the annual
New Student Convocation Sept. 1.
Megan McGowan, senior cinema
and television arts major and orientation leader, said many incoming students are concerned about finding new
friends or getting involved on campus, so
Convocation offers great opportunities
for students to make connections and
long-lasting friendships.

This place is all about being creative, being
ambitious and having a dream.

KWANG-WU KIM

“Orientation is mostly just information,”
McGowan said. “Making sure your schedules are done, making sure your finances are
handled, so students don’t have a whole lot of
time to talk to one another and make those
connections you have here; also, we have all
these fantastic booths for organizations.”
With help from Student Government
Association and Student Organization
Council, the Student Affairs Office coordinated the event, which came with tarot
card readers, a henna tattoo stand and
complementary hot dogs this year.
Ashley Hannah, a freshman photography
major, said she was not expecting so many
perks or people to be at Convocation and
» MONICA WESTLAKE/CHRONICLE

that she was able to meet many new friends
at the event.
“I definitely like meeting the people,
especially if we are from different majors
so they can collaborate and help each other
out,” Hannah said.
President and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim
spoke on the event’s main stage, offering
his guidance and wishing students a successful school year as thousands of bubbles
floated through the air, coming from effects
machines on stage.
Kim encouraged the crowd to explore
and use the resources available on campus
as well as in the city. He also took time to
speak about the issues in the world at large.

“Right now, there is a lot of hatred in
the world, but not at Columbia College
Chicago,” Kim said. “That is not tolerated,
that is not part of who we are, that is not
what we believe in, it is not what we stand
for, and it is not what we are ever going
to become.”
Kim said the best way students can
uphold Columbia’s discrimination-free
ideal is to reach out to one another, meet
new people every day and create a sense
of community.
Other speakers included Sarah Shaaban,
director of Student Organizations; Malik
Woolfork, SGA President and senior
business and entrepreneurship major;
and Raquel Monroe, Faculty Senate
president and associate professor in the
Dance Department.
Student and alumni performers also
took the stage. Performances by 2017
music alumna Juiix, the Rated E! Dance
Team, the band Capital Soiree and student
ensembles provided entertainment.
Kelsie Johnson, who goes by JuiiX
on stage, said performing her own set
for Convocation after only participating in supplemental roles at previous
Convocations was an amazing experience.
“People were telling me it was awesome because [their] freshman year [they]
saw me perform and now [their] senior
year [they] are seeing me perform,”
Johnson said.
Kim said he and his staff are excited
about the school year and look forward
to seeing student accomplishments
throughout the semester.
“This place is all about being creative, being ambitious and having a
dream of doing something that fundamentally changes the world; that’s
why you’re here and that’s why we’re
here,” Kim said.
ccarynski@columbiachronicle.com
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» MACKENZIE CROSSON/CHRONICLE

Speakers and performers at the 2017 New Student Convocation Sept. 1 in Grant Park included President and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim (left), 2017 music alumna Kelsie Johnson (middle)—who sings under the name
JuiiX—and student emsemble groups. Student Orientation Leaders took to the stage and threw T-shirts into the crowd of new and returning students.
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The Glass Curtain Gallery is the college’s professional gallery used for
education and by artists from Chicago and around the world.
» MOLLY WALSH
CAMPUS REPORTER

is an exhibit featuring the work of eight artists
inspired by the archives of Cesar
Chavez, Dolores Huerta and their
work with the United Farm Workers Movement that opened Sept. 5
“¡SI, SE PUEDE!”

at the Glass Curtain Gallery and
will run until Nov. 4.
The name of the exhibit comes
from the slogan of the UFW, the
largest farm workers union in the
U.S. Huerta co-founded the union
with Chavez in 1962 to improve
the wages and living conditions of
migrant farm workers and coined

the slogan, which translates to
“Yes, We Can.”
The exhibit, located at 1104 S.
Wabash Ave., showcases work
inspired by the UFW archives at
the Walter P. Reuther Library at
Wayne State University and will
have an opening reception Sept. 15,
according to Meg Duguid, director
of exhibitions at the Department
of Exhibitions, Performance and
Student Spaces and curator of “¡Si,
Se Puede!”
“Columbia students are always
looking for content to make work
around,” Duguid said. “The artists
that are selected in this show all
have deep ties into various histories archived as art teaching, education and social practice. Each
artist was selected specifically
because they have worked in and
around archives.”
The exhibit features various
murals, photography, paintings
and mixed media. Two of the
artists have murals going up
in the Wabash Arts Corridor in
September, Duguid said
Artist Gloria Talamantes, a
Columbia creative writing alumna,

has an installation in “¡Si, Se
Puede!” that includes a newsletter from the Chicano Movement
as well as a mural she painted in
Little Villaga titled “Flowers for
Healing,” which is being replicated
in the exhibition, she said.
Growing up in Little Village,
Talamantes was introduced to
graffiti and used it to express her
struggles of being marginalized.
“It’s hard to be a part of something that’s not shaped or made for
you,” Talamantes said. “Graffiti
for me was an outlet, and it is
something that I am tremendously humbled by.”
Talamantes said she was
inspired by the posters from the
Chicano Movement and letters
that children wrote to Huerta
about the impact she had on them.
“‘¡Si, Se Puede!’ means so many
things to me,” Talamantes said.
“‘¡Si, Se Puede!’ means ‘yes, we
can.’ I believed that I could.”
The exhibition shows the relevance and impact of the Chicano
Movement and the UFW to the
history of the U.S. and the importance of diversity, equity and

Artist Gloria Talamantes uses graffiti
to adorn the streets of Chicago.

inclusion, which is a large topic
in the college’s Strategic Plan,
Duguid said.
Neysa Page-Lieberman,
executive director of the
Department of Exhibitions,
Performance and Student
Spaces and chief curator of the
WAC said she values connecting the college’s art gallery to
the public art program.
“I’m excited and proud this
is happening in our department,” Page-Lieberman said.
mwalsh@columbiachronicle.com

» PHOTOS MACKENZIE CROSSON/CHRONICLE

‘¡Sí, Se Puede!’ opens at
Glass Curtain Gallery

The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

Music Department Events

Thursday September 7
Guitar Student Convocation
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Changes to Semester in LA program
appeal to motivated students

» Courtesy SILA
The Semester in LA students now have more opportunities to get hands-on experience on Hollywood
sets, like the summer semester Directing Group on the set of “Friends,” with the programs extension.

THE SEMESTER IN LA Program is changing this fall, expanding from five to 15
weeks and focusing more than ever on
internship opportunities.
Karen Loop, the program’s associate
dean, said the changes are in response to the
school’s five-year Strategic Plan, “Achieving
Our Greatness,” which calls for improving
student success by expanding internship
and practicum opportunities.
“One of the things in that plan was to
really connect students with professionals
and to make internships an important part
of our curriculum,” Loop said.
Miann Wilson, a senior cinema and television arts major who is participating in SiLA
this fall, has already secured an internship
at Voltage Pictures for the duration of the
15-week semester.
Wilson said her interest in the program
influenced her decision to attend Columbia.
“Some other schools do a semester
in LA, but we are literally on a film lot
where other TV shows and film productions are going on; we get to actually see those happening while we are
taking classes,” Wilson said.
Wilson said she decided to participate in
SiLA because the longer program offers a
more gradual introduction to the industry.
While other aspiring filmmakers go to LA
strictly to find a job, the students in the new
SiLA have the option to get settled in, take
classes and get the help they need from
their teachers, she said.
Students are now required to have at

6 THE CHRONICLE SEPTEMBER 5, 2017

least 75 credits to attend, making the program exclusively available to juniors and
seniors. Loop said the reason for the change
is the commitment the program requires.
“Internships are career development,
and you’re exploring something, and as a
freshman, you might not quite know what
you want to explore yet,” Loop said. “You
want to explore that in course work, and
you do not want to commit to a full semester
of something.”
Kevin Orzel, a 2017 cinema and television
arts alumnus, got several freelance connections through SiLA, including a position
on a Hollywood film. After a guest speaker
in the directing program discovered Orzel
works in motion design, Orzel was offered
an opportunity to work with Virtual Reality
Experience on Christopher Nolan’s 2017
movie “Dunkirk.”
“There are definitely avenues to success if
you network with the people that are coming
and talking to your class,” Orzel said.
Orzel said he thinks mandatory internships and the re-branding of SiLA will
improve the overall program.
“I’m glad they’re going to be re-organizing [SiLA],” Orzel said. “There were a
lot of administrative pickups, and it
seemed like things weren’t quite going
as smoothly as they could last semester.”
Loop said another change to the program is opening SiLA up to all majors.
“The old program was for cinema
and TV majors, who were focusing on
producing, writing and directing,” Loop
said. “The problem is it wasn’t really
inclusive, so part of it was to make it more
inclusive so that everybody can come.”
odeloian@columbiachronicle.com

» OLIVIA DELOIAN
CAMPUS REPORTER
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» MOLLY WALSH
CAMPUS REPORTER
A $1 MILLION budget increase for
the renovation to the Getz Theatre was needed after a large
amount of asbestos was found
over the summer, requiring addi-

tional painting in the upper floors
of the building and changing the
carpeting, which were not included in the original plans.
Columbia announced plans
Oct. 4, 2016, to redesign the 1929
performance space at 72 E. 11th
St. into courtyard-style stage and

seating, estimating two years for
project completion, as reported
Oct. 10, 2016, by The Chronicle.
The building’s demolition began
in spring 2017 and took about
two months to complete, according to John Kavouris, associate
vice president of Facilities and

» PHOTOS MACKENZIE CROSSON/CHRONICLE

Renovations to the Getz Theatre, 72 E. 11th St.,
will include a new light lab, a catwalk above the
stage and a spacious backstage area.

Stone Art Supply
Where Creativity Becomes Solid Reality
Fine Art, Drafting, Design, School Supplies

Construction is on schedule,
despite the unexpected amount
of asbestos in pipe insulation and
flooring found, Kavouris said.
When disturbed, asbestos-containing materials release airborne
fibers that can scar lung tissue and
cause cancer and mesothelioma,
according to the Environmental
Protection Agency and the
National Cancer Institute.
“There’s asbestos everywhere,”
Kavouris said. “We found it in
some places we expected, [but]
we also found it in some places
we didn’t expect. Every time we
find it, we immediately abate it.
It’s a very common issue in old
buildings like this.”

SEE GETZ, PAGE 12

Getz Theatre renovations
continue despite asbestos

Construction. Renovations to the
building, overseen by Gensler, an
international architectural firm,
will give the Theatre Department
a modern space to be used for performance space and classes.
Kavouris said renovating an old
building into a state-of-the-art
academic theater was tougher than
building a new space. Additions
include a costume shop, a backstage
area, three dressing rooms and a
scene shop that will allow sets to
be built in the theater and have set
pieces easily moved in and out.
The cost of the renovation was
previously estimated at $9 million
and includes a new light lab, as
reported by The Chronicle.

Costumes originally stored at 1415 S. Wabash Ave. have a new home in the Getz
Theatre costume shop.

Arti Café
t
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Back to School Special

40% off
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Visit our store online: www.stoneartsupply.com

15% OFF

412 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60605
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CTA shooting stirs concern, campus
security confident incident was isolated
A 23-YEAR-OLD MAN was shot twice
at the Jackson Red Line station
about 7:45 p.m. Aug. 17, once each
in the arm and ankle. The victim
was transported to Northwestern
Hospital and was reported to be in
stable condition.
The Chicago Police Department
announced Aug. 30 that 24-yearold Kornell Strenger was charged
with attempted murder in connection to the shooting.
No collegewide notification was
sent by the Safety and Security
Office about the shooting because
it occurred off campus and did not
pose an immediate threat to the
Columbia community, according to
Virginia Zic-Schlomas, director of
Investigative Services in the Office
of Safety and Security.
On-campus locations are
defined by the 1990 Jeanne Clery

Disclosure of Campus Security
Policy and Campus Crime
Statistics Act, which was created
to allow students and staff access
to information about campus crime
at universities across the country.
“The first deputy of the [Chicago]
Police Department had said that it
is not a threat to the community
because [those involved in the
shooting] were known individuals,” Zic-Schlomas said. “It started
before they got on the Red Line
and it just carried through. So, it
wasn’t a random shooting; it was
a targeted individual.”
Since the Fall 2015 Semester,
four campus safety alerts have
been sent to students concerning crimes occurring at CTA
stations, according to the Safety
and Security website. All four of
the notifications were sent to the
Safety and Security Office by third
parties and then forwarded to the
college’s community.

Although the shooting was startling to passengers and the community, these incidents rarely occur on
public transportation, CPD Deputy
Superintendent Kevin Navarro said
in an Aug. 17 press conference.
Tim Martin, a junior cinema
and television arts major, lives in
Uptown and uses the Red Line to
commute to classes in the South
Loop. He said although he does not
frequently use the Jackson Red
Line stop, the shooting makes him
want to be more cautious when
traveling off campus.
Martin said he has seen posters
and information around campus
designed to teach students about
safety in the city, which he admits
he often ignores. However, the college should do more to make students aware of crimes occurring
specifically in the Loop, he added.
“Columbia should [have sent
a notification],” Martin said. “I
believe anything between Lake

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
A 24-year-old man was shot twice at the Jackson Red Line stop at 7:45 p.m. on Aug.
17, creating concerns for student commuters.

and Roosevelt, if anything occurs
there—even if it’s not something
with Columbia, I think [the college] should send something out to
the students just to keep them alert
and on the lookout, so it wouldn’t
happen to any of their students.”
In accordance with the Clery Act,
Columbia—along with any other

institution of higher education
that receives federal funding—
is required to keep records of
crimes listed occurring on and
off campus. The act also requires
institutions to issue timely
notifications to their campus
communities of emergency
situations that pose a threat to

SEE SECURITY, PAGE 12

» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS EDITOR
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FAFSA AVAILABLE OCTOBER 1
EARLY, EASY, AND ACCURATE
HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT
COMPLETING YOUR FAFSA

Submit your 2018-19 FAFSA
as early as October 1, 2017

You’ll use 2016 income and
tax information, imported
directly from the IRS when you
complete the FAFSA online

SNAP A PIC OF THE BOX BELOW SO YOU
HAVE THE INFO AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!

APPLY FOR 2018-19 FINANCIAL AID
GO TO FAFSA.GOV TO COMPLETE YOUR FINANCIAL PLAN
YOU’LL BE ABLE TO SUBMIT YOUR FAFSA® EARLIER.

YOU’LL USE 2016 INCOME AND TAX INFORMATION.

You can file your 2018-19 FAFSA as early as
October 1, 2017.

Remember: On the 2018-19 FAFSA, you—and
your parent(s), as appropriate—will use alreadyfiled 2016 income and tax information, rather
than your 2017 income and tax information.

The earlier you fill out the FAFSA, the earlier
you’ll have an indication of how much your
family is expected to contribute, which will help
with budgeting for the upcoming school year.

That's good news because you won’t have to wait
until you file your 2017 taxes—and, because you’ll
already have done your taxes when you fill out
your FAFSA, you may be able to automatically
import your tax information using the IRS Data
Retrieval tool.
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Canvas receives
positive feedback
THE COLLEGE IS transitioning to
a new learning management
system after receiving positive
feedback about the system’s use
during the summer. Many courses
are set to use the platform starting this semester.
The college signed a contract to
use Canvas to improve its delivering of online education programs,
increase enrollment and generate
new revenue for the college, as
reported Nov. 28, 2016, by The
Chronicle.
Faculty has been training with
the system all summer to prepare
for teaching with it in the academic year, according to Dolores
Marek, director of Information
Technology. About 80 full-time

faculty members and 60 adjunct
professors attended training
sessions to get ready for the 500
courses transitioning from Moodle
to Canvas this fall, she said.
I.T. decided to go with a longer timeline planning to fully
introduce Canvas in fall 2019.
After conducting research and
interviewing professionals from
other colleges that have made the
transition from Moodle to Canvas,
I.T. decided it was important to
ensure faculty and students had
enough time to learn the new
stystem, according to Marek.
Canvas was introduced to
Columbia students for the first
time this summer as a platform

SEE CANVAS, PAGE 13

» TESSA BRUBAKER
CAMPUS REPORTER

» PHOTO ILLUSTRATION PATRICK CASEY/CHRONICLE

This semester, students will
have courses on Moodle and
Canvas simultaneously.

230 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago, IL
Near Jackson Blvd.
60604.
312-427-5580

800-421-1899

M-F : 8:30am-5:30pm
SAT: 8:30am-5pm

24 HOUR FAX
Fax: 312-427-1898
www.centralcamera.com

Additional
5% Discount
For students,
teachers and
faculty on most supplies
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Offering the “gift” of photography. Photographic headquarters since 1899— Our “117th year”
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KEEP
CALM
AND

TRY THE
LIBRARY
student jobs, private study rooms, textbooks,
media and equipment, maker lab, meditation space,
social events, and much more!

Mon-Th:7:30am - 10 pm
Friday: 7:30 am - 8 pm
Saturday:9 am - 5 pm
Sunday:10 am - 6 pm
624 S. Michigan Ave.
library.colum.edu
(312) 369-7900
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» MACKENZIE CROSSON/CHRONICLE
Demolition of the Getz Theatre began in spring 2017 for renovations to build new
classrooms and performance spaces.
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» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE

SECURITY, FROM PAGE 8

students or staff. The act also
imposes civil penalties and loss of
federal funding on institutions that
fail to follow these procedures.
Following the incident, DePaul
University posted a public security
alert to its website. Meanwhile, the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago
did not send an alert to students, said
John Peck, the school’s executive
director of Campus Security.
Incidents occurring off campus
are recorded by the Safety and
Security Office if reported to them,
but notifications are not required
to be sent to students unless incidents occur on campus or threaten
the campus community, according
to Zic-Schlomas.
“We would send out anything
that we think would be a security
risk to our student population,
whether it is Clery-related or not,”
Zic-Schlomas said. “We are mandated to send certain ones out, but
we will send above and beyond that
if we find the necessity.”
Maureen Froncek, director of Campus Safety and

A 24-year-old man was shot twice on the evening of Aug. 17 after a fight
began at Pritzker Park and continued into the Jackson Red Line station.

Transportation for Roosevelt
University, said the university
will help students who have been
involved in off-campus crimes
and file an internal report but
will not always issue a campus-wide notification. Students
might be less receptive to notifications if Roosevelt were to send

them for every crime in the
area, Froncek added.
“The school has limited
control over their geography,”
Froncek said. “We are responsible for the school and the area
maybe immediately around
the school, but we can’t be
responsible for the city.”

ccarynski@columbiachronicle.com

Albert Williams, senior lecturer
in the Theatre Department, said
the renovation of the Getz Theatre
is going to offer more diverse production possibilities and excite
future students joining the
Theatre Department.
“The theater was originally built
as a concert and assembly hall,”
Williams said. “It did not have a
backstage. It was a decent performance space, but we did not have
any good backstage facilities or
dressing room facilities because
it was not intended for a full out
theatrical production.”

Faculty and staff will begin
training during J-Term on how to
use the systems and technology
offered by the refurbished theater,
according to Kavouris.
Zoe Savransky, a junior theatre
major, said she is looking forward
to having a theater with such
diverse appeal to students.
“It’s going to be a really awesome use of space,” Savransky
said. “It’s going to be a really
interesting challenge of what
kind of space, what kind of
shape can we make. It will be
an interesting challenge for not
only directors but also actors as
well as tech people.”
mwalsh@columbiachronicle.com

GETZ, FROM PAGE 7

campus
to five online courses and received
almost entirely positive feedback,
said Vice Provost for Digital
Learning Robert Green.
“Eighty percent of the students
overall rated their courses excellent or good, which I think is fantastic considering this is a brand
new initiative,” Green said.
The five courses began June 5
and ended July 29, as reported
April 10 by The Chronicle. Total
enrollment in the courses, 126

students, exceeded the Digital
Learning Team’s expectations by 26 percent, according
to Green.
Many students complimented
the system’s user-friendly interface and said all courses should
use the program, according
to Green.
Tom Dowd, School of Media
Arts’ associate dean, used
Canvas for the first time teaching one of the online summer
courses, “Introduction to Game
Development.” Dowd said he

was impressed with the program’s quality and that it was
an easy transition for his students who also had never used
Canvas before.
“They took right to it,” Dowd
said. “I had zero comments or
complaints about the use of the
system. Everyone was able to
find everything, and there were
no real issues.”
Robert Morvay, a junior theatre major, used Canvas for
two years at McHenry County
College in Crystal Lake, Illinois,

before recently transferring to
Columbia. Morvay said Canvas
was a major contributor to his
previous success.
“I took several online-only
classes that were all through
Canvas,” Morvay said. “If it wasn’t
set up in the way that it was, I would
have struggled a lot more.”
Morvay said Canvas works
as the “perfect social network”
where you can easily communicate and share notes with other
students as well as video chat for
group collaborations.

“My favorite thing about Canvas
is how easy it is to have conversations with your professors, as well
as the easy access for learning
materials,” Morvay said.
Green said that his goal for
the next year is to guarantee a
high- quality user experience
with Canvas for every student
and the same consistency in
all courses.
“I’m really happy with the
results,” Green said. “As an
institution, we can only get
better from here.”
tbrubaker@columbiachronicle.com

CANVAS, FROM PAGE 10

PRESIDENT
KWANG-WU KIM
IS PLEASED TO OFFER

STUDENT OFFICE HOURS
FOR THE FALL 2017 SEMESTER
Do you have a suggestion about how to make Columbia better?
Want to share your story and experience with President Kim?
Appointments are 20 minutes and are held in President Kim’s office,
on the 5th floor of 600 South Michigan.

Please RSVP for a date

You must be available within a
10:00 a.m. − 11:40 a.m. window.

September 15, 2017
October 6, 2017
November 17, 2017
December 1, 2017
To register for a slot, please visit:
www.ColumbiaChronicle.com/site/DrKim.html
Space is limited so register today!
Limit one slot per student.
If you have any questions, please contact
officeofthepresident@colum.edu
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INFORMATION SESSIONS

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

IMMERSIVE, ONE-SEMESTER PROGRAM
JUNIORS & SENIORS
ALL MAJORS WELCOME

323-960-8020
COLUM.EDU/SEMESTERINLA
@SILA_CCC

TUESDAY, 9/19

WEDNESDAY, 9/20

THURSDAY, 9/21

FRIDAY, 9/22

1104 S. Wabash
Room 402
5:15–6:15pm

600 S. Michigan
Room 1301
3:30–4:30pm

1104 S. Wabash
Room 402
10:30–11:30am

600 S. Michigan
Room 1301
10:00–11:00am

1104 S. Wabash
Room 402
3:30–4:30pm
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Restaurants, customers with food allegies in search of solutions » Page 24

Malört ‘grows like a virus’

» PHOTO ILLUSTRATION ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE

FANS CALL IT the “Champagne of pain.”
They say it has turned “taste buds into
taste foes for generations” and it is “what
soap washes its mouth out with.”
But Jeppson’s Malört is also a beloved
Chicago staple. The wormwood liqueur
has been making curious drinkers recoil
in disgust since mass distribution began
in 1934; even so, a devoted fanbase reveres
the drink for its harsh taste and unusual
charm. To this day, its parent company
remains in Chicago at 3150 N. Lake
Shore Drive.
“[Malört’s] scary reputation is just sort
of an introduction,” said Sam Mechling,
director of marketing for Jeppson’s
Malört. “If our product was consumed solely on the basis of a firsttime challenge, we wouldn’t exist.
Clearly, there are people that are
coming back for more.”
Carl Jeppson, who created
Malört, was a Swedish immigrant and owner of a cigar shop
near Clybourn who could no longer
taste much of anything thanks to
his smoking habits. Malört was
one of the few consumables that
could stimulate his scorched taste
buds, according to a fun fact list
from Thrillist.
Malört falls into the category of
bäsk brännvin, a type of Swedish

beverage that translates to “bitter distilled spirit.” Other companies produce
bäsk brännvin to capitalize on Malört’s
popularity, but the Carl Jeppson Company
holds the Malört trademark, Mechling said.
At one time, the Carl Jeppson Company
marketed Malört as a drink that only one in
49 men will continue to drink after his first
try. Mechling said that number was a ballpark guess made by former Malört owner
George Brode, who took over the product
and formed the Carl Jeppson Company
after Jeppson’s 1949 death.
“[Brode] was definitely a shoot-from-thehip kind of guy,” Mechling said. “He had a
really, really strong kind of gut sensation
for what people wanted to hear.”
Malört saw a resurgence once Mechling
began marketing the brand online. Since
Mechling took over marketing five years
ago, sales have increased about threefold,
he said.

“It really grows like a virus,” Mechling
said. “You’ve got the patient zero, we call
it—and there’s just so many of those being
born every day. There [is] the person that’s
bringing it to the tailgate, the person that’s
ordering it at the bar.”
The Carl Jeppson Company also introduced the “MalörtMap,” which shows every
bar, liquor and grocery store in the six

SCOTT GREENE,
SECTION 8 CHICAGO CHAIRMAN

states where Malört is sold, but the liqueur
still lacks an international presence.
Malört’s fanbase has not come up short
of creative ways to show its appreciation,
with Hoosier Mama Pie Company developing the “Chicago Sunrise” Malört-andgrapefruit custard pie in March. Other
fans have created advertisements and
even a meme called “Malört Face,” which
shows photos of people before and after
trying Malört.
Section 8 Chicago, a fan organization
for the Chicago Fire Soccer Club, hosted
its fifth Malört 5K Aug. 19 to celebrate
the team’s 20th anniversary. Participants
swallowed a shot of the biting beverage
both before and after the race. A shot of
Malört, Mechling said, can act as a “shock
to the pistons” to get people going.
After local news outlets including
RedEye Chicago and TimeOut Chicago
picked up the event this year, it saw a
huge attendance spike. In previous years,
the 5K had 20–40 runners, but 175 participants braved the bitterness this year,
said Scott Greene, Section 8’s chairman.
Greene said Section 8 does not keep the
“Champagne of pain” to themselves. When
the group travels to out-of-state games
with the team, it always has some Malört
in supply for other soccer fans to try.
“Really, no one has a gray area about
Malört,” Greene said. “It’s either that it’s
the worst thing I ever tasted or, ‘Hey, that’s
pretty good; I think I’ll have it.’ I really think
it is just a repulsive drink.”
That polarity is due in part to the
local lore surrounding the drink, said
Printers Row Wine Shop employee D.J.
Cooper. Malört does not sell well, but it
is a necessary addition to any Chicago
liquor store’s inventory, he added.
“I don’t get it,” Cooper said. “It’s just
one of those initiation nonsense macho
things. It’s ridiculous, but it’s part of
our culture, so what are you going
to do?”
jsadowski@columbiachronicle.com

» JONATHON SADOWSKI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

Really, no one
has a gray
area about
Malört.
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Friday, Sept. 8
JOE PURDY
City Winery Chicago
1200 W. Randolph St.
8 p.m.
$28–$38

» ARIANA PORTALATIN
MANAGING EDITOR

Activism shown during ‘VMAs’
should not be temporary

A

Jackson is right, but that is only possible if public figures consistently work for
the public good instead of jumping on the
activist bandwagon when the spotlight
is on.
While many celebrities do great things
to support causes close to their heart,
some only show half-hearted support or
temporarily advocate for sensationalized
topics—and sometimes only to benefit
their career.
Model and television personality
Kendall Jenner was recently criticized
for starring in a Pepsi advertisement
that features a large protest, in which she
becomes a hero by handing a police officer
a can of the soda, and not speaking out
against social injustices off camera.
Although musician Taylor Swift was
praised for her assertiveness and victory
in her recent groping trial, she has come
under fire previously for staying silent
on inequities, particularly on women’s
rights. Swift was deemed a “fake feminist” by many for showing support for
the January Women’s March but not
directly participating. As a result, she
has faced accusations that her feminism
is self-serving.
Although the activism presented
during the “VMAs” may have been
culturally beneficial, it is important
to note the causes discussed are not
temporary issues. It is important
celebrity activists make a thorough
commitment to continue supporting
important causes on all occasions. It
is only when everyone is committed
to standing against injustice that we
may actually see a major difference.
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Saturday, Sept. 9

JOAN OSBORNE

YOUNG THE GIANT

City Winery Chicago
1200 W. Randolph St.
8 p.m.
$30–$45

Huntington Bank Pavilion
1300 S. Linn White Drive.
7 p.m.
$45–$103

Thursday, Sept. 7

aportalatin@columbiachronicle.com

lthough social media labeled the
2017 MTV “Video Music Awards”
dull and more boring than previous
years, politics and activism took center
stage. Many celebrities took the opportunity at the Aug. 27 awards show to advocate
for important causes.
This is nice and all, but it’s unclear how
long this celebrity activism will last or if
it’s just another half-hearted effort that is
almost customary at award shows these
days. How much activism will these celebrities continue once the lights go out and
the audience is gone?
Host Katy Perry kicked off the night
commenting on an outfit from the dystopian series “The Handmaid’s Tale” while
discussing world affairs and holding up an
imitation newspaper that read, “The World
is on Fire.” Rapper Logic’s powerful performance called attention to the National
Suicide Prevention Lifeline with his single
“1-800-273-8255,” and musician P!nk
shared an important message on beauty
standards while accepting the Video
Vanguard Award.
Another highlight of the night was
Rev. Robert Wright Lee IV, descendent of
General Robert E. Lee, speaking against
racism before introducing Charlottesville,
Virginia, victim Heather Heyer’s mother,
who presented the award for Best Fight
Against the System after revealing the
Heather Heyer Foundation, which will provide scholarships to students committed to
social justice issues.
MTV recently rebranded that award,
previously the Best Video with a Social
Message Award, to reflect audience passion
surrounding social justice issues. MTV
also changed all award categories to be
gender neutral, along with rebranding the
awards as Moon Person trophies.
Celebrities using their platforms to
speak out on such issues is necessary, but
their activism shouldn’t end once the credits roll. Paris Jackson, actress and daughter
of late musician Michael Jackson, said
that night, “If we were to all put our voices
together, do you realize the difference we
would make?”

Wednesday, Sept. 6

Saturday, Sept. 9

MARIAN HILL

THE DAN BAND

Vic Theatre
3145 N. Sheffield Ave.
7:30 p.m.
$33

House of Blues Chicago
329 N. Dearborn St.
7:30 p.m.
$25

FROM THE FRONT ROW

Brooklyn-based popmusician
Vérité performed Aug. 28 at Lincoln
Hall, 2424 N. Lincoln Ave.

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
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3730 N. CLARK ST | METROCHICAGO.COM

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 29 / 6:30PM / 18+

SUNDAY OCTOBER 8 / 7PM / ALL AGES

STABBING
WESTWARD
COLD CAVE / DRAB MAJESTY / ACUMEN NATION

GOLDLINK
MASEGO

CRACKNATION PRESENTS COLD WAVES VI

∆AIMON / REPLICANT

1833 PRESENTS

TUESDAY OCTOBER 10 / 9PM / 18+

MIKE GORDON

TOADIES
LOCAL H
FRIDAY OCTOBER 13 / 8PM / 18+
RAC
LPX

SATURDAYOCTOBER 7 /8PM / 18+

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 18/ 7PM / ALL AGES

THURSDAY OCTOBER 5 / 8:30PM / 18+
SEAN HEALY PRESENTS

CURREN$Y
FRIDAY OCTOBER 6 / 8PM / 18+
AN EVENING WITH

[A- - >B] LIFE 15 YEAR TOUR

MEWITHOUTYOU
PIANOS BECOME THE TEETH / STRAWBERRY GIRLS

THE “AS YOU PLEASE” TOUR

CITIZEN
SORORITY NOISE / GREAT GRANDPA

@METROCHICAGO

FRIDAY OCTOBER 20 / 7:30PM / ALL AGES

BAD
SUNS
QTY / HUNNY

SATURDAY OCTOBER 21 / 8:30PM / 18+
TWICE IS NICE: AN EVENING WITH

DEER TICK
TUESDAY OCTOBER 24 / 8PM / 18+
CHELSEA
WOLFE
YOUTH CODE / DJ SCARY LADY SARAH
THURSDAY OCTOBER 26/ 7PM / ALL AGES

THE
FRONT BOTTOMS
BASEMENT / BAD BAD HATS
10/29 RUPAUL’S DRAG RACE WERK THE WORLD • 10/30 KING KRULE
10/31 COVEN • 11/3 ECHOSMITH • 11/9 THE DRUMS • 11/11 FELLY
11/14 WHITE REAPER • 11/17 REVOLTING COCKS + FRONT LINE ASSEMBLY
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Catcade—‘win-win’ for cats, cat lovers

Thanks to donations from an
Indiegogo camCATS LOUNGING IN a pile of pil- paign this spring,
lows. Cats grooming themselves the pair created
in front of a large storefront The Catcade from
window. Cats curled up at the scratch over the
top of a cat tree, sprawled on a past eight months.
tabletop arcade game, sleeping in Casey tack led
a restored “Galaga” game cabinet. log ist ics l i ke
That is business as usual at The paperwork while
Catcade, 1235 W. Belmont Ave., Gutierrez made
an arcade-themed cat cafe that arcade cabinets The cats of The Catcade, 1235 W. Belmont Ave., are friendly, boisterous and unafraid; they have no qualms about resting on a tabletop
arcade game as a guest plays, or leaping on co-owner Chris Gutierrez’s shoulder (right).
embodies Shelly Casey and Chris and furniture.
Smith added that The Catcade
Gutierrez’s shared love for cats as
“I kind of came up in the punk guys to facilitate more lives being
Reactions like Ramos’ are
saved?’”
Casey
said.
“And
they
is
a win-win, letting the cats affirming for Casey and Gutierrez.
well as Gutierrez’s knack for ama- rock community, where the DIY
socialize and acting as a bit of Gutierrez said this is what
teur arcade game restoration.
ethic was the foundation of it all,” were like, ‘Absolutely.’”
Abby
Smith,
executive
director
therapy
for animal lovers.
A nonprofit charity that launched Gutierrez said. “This is our adult
they find so fulfilling about the
of
Felines
&
Canines,
said
she
was
While
there
were only two adop- experience: watching fellow
Aug. 19, The Catcade allows punk-rock business venture.”
patrons to donate $15 to spend an
Casey and Gutierrez did not encouraged by the research Casey tions in The Catcade’s first week, cat lovers share in their joy.
hour with the cats. It also facil- do it alone, though; Felines & and Gutierrez were doing.
the public response has still been
“This is our future,” Casey
itates adoptions, deducting the Canines, an animal shelter in
“There are places that open enthusiastic. Brynn Ramos, who said. “It would be really cool
cafe’s admission price from the Ravenswood, is an ongoing up every day that don’t have a lives in Lakeview, started crying if, in five years, we could be
$100 adoption fee should a visitor resource for The Catcade.
support system, and they wind when a cat jumped onto her lap bigger, or save more lives,
choose to take home a cat.
“We just said, ‘We are still new up getting overwhelmed and in during a visit to the cafe Aug. 25. or turn this into something
Casey and Guiterrez decided to in this community; we want to trouble,” Smith said. “We wanted
“I’m so happy,” Ramos said. “I’m even cooler. Like [Chris]
make the cafe a reality in January make sure we’re doing things to make sure it didn’t happen so content. [This] is the cutest said, this is what we have
after thinking about it for two years. right. Can we work with you with them.”
place I’ve ever been to.”
been training for.”
mmanier@columbiachronicle.com

» MIRANDA MANIER
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

$5 OFF ADMISSION
with this AD
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» JAY BERGHUIS
COPY EDITOR

School is back in session, so schedules are becoming hectic, which means
less time to prepare breakfast. Making a batch or two of these lemon poppy
seed muffins on a Sunday evening will free up weekday mornings, providing
something easy and delicious to grab before work or class for the week ahead!

jberghuis@columbiachronicle.com

recipe

LEMON
POPPY SEED
MUFFINS

arts & culture

Directions:

1. Heat oven to 350 degrees.
2. Line 12-cup muffin tin with baking cups or nonstick cooking spray.
3. Whisk together flour, baking powder, baking
soda and salt.
4. In separate bowl, whisk together sugar, eggs,
e
s
o
p
r
-pu
zest, juice and milk; then add butter.
ps all
/2 cu
ing
5.
Combine wet and dry ingredients until smooth.
k
a
• 2 1 flour
b
oons
Do not over-mix.
teasp
a
d
2
/
o
1
s
• 1 powder
6. Gradually fold poppy seeds into batter.
aking
b
n
o
o
7. Divide batter evenly in muffin cups.
teasp
• 1/4 inch salt
e
r
8. Bake until the tops spring back to the touch,
u
t
p
a
r
r
• 1 up suga tempe
15-20 minutes.
• 1 c ggs, roomons lemon
9. While muffins are baking, combine glaze
• 2 e /2 teaspo
ingredients in a small bowl and set aside.
• 1 1 zest
juice
lemonroom tem
10. Remove muffins from oven and cool five minutes in
p
u
c
• 1/4 cup milk,
pan; then transfer to wire rack or clean countertop to
d
• 1/4 perature of unsalte
• 1/2 cup powdered sugar
cool completely.
k
n
ic
e
t
h
s
• 1 tablespoon whole milk
hole , melted t
11. Frost/glaze muffins when cooled.
w
1
r
•
• 1/4 teaspoon lemon extract
butte d
ds
coole poppy see
p
u
c
• 1/4

ients:
d
e
r
g
In

for glaze:

» AMELIA DETWILER AND KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

ARE YOU TIRED OF YOUR ROOMMATES?
RENT OUT SOUTH
LOOP CLUBHOUSE!
STUDIOS STARTING AT $900/MONTH
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT

CONGRESS

HARRISON

clubhousestudios@comcast.net

MICHIGAN

WABASH

STATE
BALBO

chicagoclubhousestudios.com
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Pop-up bar turns patrons

‘Upside Down’

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
To create the illusion of being in multiple realities, Tarzian suspended some of his
parents’ 80s furniture from the ceiling.
» ALEXA RIXON
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

can
visit the topsy-turvy world of
“The Upside Down” at the latest
Emporium pop-up bar in Logan
Square throughout September
before the October Season 2 release.
“STRANGER THINGS” FANS

The bar, 2367 N. Milwaukee
Ave., offers six themed cocktails
and seven craft beer varieties. All
cocktail names are inspired by quotes,
characters and scenes from the show.
Eleven’s Eggo’s, a slushie cocktail
garnished with an Eggo Waffle, is
the bar’s best seller, said Jared Saul,
director of Emporium Pop-ups.

Ideally located at the heart of
historic Printer’s Row sits Hotel
Blake, a boutique Chicago Hotel.
Whether you visit Chicago for business
or pleasure, Hotel Blake offers upscale
Chicago Accommodations along with
impeccable service.
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Saul encourages patrons to
dress up as characters from the
show and is considering having a
costume-based event.
“We love to see people dress up;
we’ve had a couple of people dress up
as Eleven,” he said. “We’ve had a girl
that came that looked almost exactly
like Barb which was cool. Nobody’s
dressed up as a demogorgon yet but
that’d be really crazy.”
To create the pop-up, which
opened Aug. 18 in just four days,
Saul brought in set designer A.J.
Tarzian, creative director of local
design company Anarchitype
Productions, who worked on The
Emporium’s haunted houses for
the past two years and will again
this year.
Tarzian said he wanted to
create something people could
enjoy without even knowing
the show. Rather than simply
replicating the set, he made
detailed references for the fans
and worked to create “a bigger
artistic gesture.”

Parallel realities, a prevalent
theme in “Stranger Things,”
inf luenced most of the design,
Tarzian said. The living room
furniture and mirrors are set up
on the ceiling of the pop-up to
create a spiraling-through-time
feeling, he added.
“A person can only travel on the
top of the tightrope, but a f lea
can actually walk on all 360 sides
of that tightrope,” Tarzian said.
“It’s sort of that idea you can exist
in multiple realities while still
being in this time and space.”
“Stranger Things” works
particularly well as a pop-up
theme because it is highly visual,
said Sharon Ross, associate
professor in the Cinema and
Television Art Department, who
teaches the “Stranger Things”
script analysis course this fall.
According to Ross, themed
venues are best used to grab
people’s imaginations quickly
and intensely, just as the show
does. Timely pop-ups can create
casual discussion about what
was once known as “water
cooler shows.” The internet has

mostly replaced the water cooler,
Ross said, thanks to streaming
services like Netflix.
“Pop-up bars allow people
to capture that and find other
people who love the same thing
that they’re obsessed with,” she
said. “It happens on the internet,
but it’s fun to actually meet
people. It’s an antidote to the
anonymity of the internet.”
Ross said the pop-up helps
cement the show because
it acknowledges the show’s
artistry, affirming its value
and impact.
Tarzian said he also seeks to
provide guests with a unique
experience and create a sense
of discovery by presenting
something familiar—a bar—
in a curious environment.
“Things have gotten so
monotonous as far as going
out and experiencing things,
so there’s not enough play in
the world,” Tarzian said. “For
me, it’s important to reach the
people that don’t actively seek
that out, because those are the
people that need that the most.”

When making reservations,
mention the Columbia College
Friends and Family rate for
special discounts and offers.
To Reserve Call: 312.986.1234
Or Visit: www.hotelblake.com

arixon@columbiachronicle.com
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$3 OFF

OUR SIGNATURE FOOTLONG GRILLED CHEESE
W IT H COLUM BIA ST UDE NT I D
M O N DAY-F R I DAY 3 P M-7 P M

W W W. T H E S C O U T C H I C A G O . C O M - ( 3 1 2 ) 7 0 5 - 0 5 9 5 - 1 3 0 1 S . WA B A S H AV E . C H I C A G O , I L
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Art Institute ‘Plots’ new exhibit

THIRTY INDIVIDUALS SAT in a circle
in an empty room as a camera
filmed, creating a social ecosystem that captured power structures and the complex patterns of
stereotyping and identity.
That’s one component of “Leigh
Ledare: The Plot—Ruttenberg
Contemporary Photography Series”
showing at the Art Institute of
Chicago, 111 S. Michigan Ave.,
Sept. 9–Dec. 31. The exhibit also
includes a series of collages of
various magazine articles that
explored these interactions.
“The Task,” a film directed by
Ledare, shows social interactions
between strangers in various situations throughout a conference.
Buzz Ruttenberg, co-director of the David C. and Sarajean
Ruttenberg Arts Foundation,
sponsored Ledare with the
Ruttenberg Prize—a prestigious
photography award and fellowship.

“[Ledare] is principally an artist who is exploring social interactions between people, what is
within the norm and what is outside the norm,” Ruttenberg said.
Inspired by social interactions,
Ledare experimented with and
adapted a British methodology
called the Tavistock method. The
technique follows participants’
interactions in a group to help
identify individual authority. Its
purpose is to help develop roles
for leadership. The method was
created by The Tavistock Institute
in London after World War I, when
British soldiers were suffering
from post-traumatic stress disorder, according to Mannie Sher,
director of the Group Relations
Program at the Tavistock Institute.
Sher said the Tavistock method
became known for its applications
to mental health and social reconstruction issues after the war.
“Its theory integrates the theories of psychoanalysis and its
focus of unconscious dynamics

and practical cognitive behavior—
things you could actually see and
measure,” Sher said. “But we take
the view that attitude and behavior—whether of the individual,
the group, the organization, the
system or the environment—are
motivated to a large extent by
unconscious dynamics.”
In her Film Noir class, Patricia
Erens, adjunct professor at the
School of the Art Institute of
Chicago in the Department of Art
History, teaches her students the
different theories used in film.
“I am trying to get the students
to think about the artist that created the work, the characters that
are up on the screen and how they
relate to the screen based on their
own emotional issues,” Erens said.
Erens said Ledare’s interest in
personal and social identity will
pop out in his work because he is
filming the interactions.
“The interesting thing about the
exhibit is that he is dealing with
three different subjects: the artist

Strangers practice the Tavistock method of social interaction and observation
in Leigh Ledare’s film “The Task” showing at the Art Institute of Chicago, 111 S.
Michigan Ave., Sept. 9–Dec. 31.

creating the work, the subject who
is, in a sense, being represented
and then the viewer,” Erens said.
“[He is] complicating it by filming
all of this, so you have to think
about [that].”
Ledare’s decisions to use people in Chicago should encourage
the public to visit and appreciate
Ledare’s endeavors differently
than they would a classical painting, according to Ruttenberg. The
audience will have a better understanding because it shows people

like themselves interacting the
way the public interacts.
“I expect many people will
be quite moved because this
is the ultimate reality TV,”
Ruttenberg said. “It’s not
TV, but a reality show that
has an hour and a half of
filming. People’s relationships evolve in a group and
the positives and negatives
of a group dynamic. It is
kind of like ‘Survivor’ of
the Art Institute.”

BRING A BUDDY FOR A

BOGO
BURGER
VISIT US AT OUR SOUTH LOOP LOCATION
517 S. STATE STREET
Purchase any $6.29 burger or sandwich, and recieve a
burger or sandwich of equal or lesser value for FREE.
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 9/30/2017.
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» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

» Courtesy ART INSTITUTE CHICAGO
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» Courtesy DOROTHEA LANGE, NATIONAL ARCHIVES
Alphawood Gallery curated photographs that preserve the history of the Japanese-American incarceration
during World War II, which reminds the audience what has happened and what could happen.

George Takei to speak on
WWII internment camps

Fey acknowledged the political climate’s
overwhelming nature but said there are
various ways an individual can strive
for and affect change. Asking how to
channel one’s energies toward a cause
and personalize it, instead of trying
to make a specific grand impact, is a
sound approach, she added.
“A big personal responsibility of white
people is to confront racism whenever
they see it,” Fey said. “Rather than
closing yourself off from those kind of
conversations, which is a privilege that
white people do have, try and talk to
them on a human-to-human level.”

10% OFF
Students
&Teachers

for

For Me,” Alphawood
Gallery’s current free exhibit, relates the
story of Japanese-American incarceration
during World War II. To add another
perspective, actor George Takei is
scheduled to share his family’s story at
the exhibit.
The Sept. 7 discussion, An Evening with
George Takei, will be at The Athenaeum
Theatre, 2936 N. Southport Ave. Profits
from its $15 admission fee will go to the
Japanese-American Service Committee
to help it continue its work preserving and
remembering Japanese-American history.
The exhibit has been running since June 29
and will end Nov. 19.
“It’s really easy to create national myths
and pitch ourselves as a certain type of
America and to remember ourselves perhaps
too rosily,” said Claire Fey, Alphawood
Gallery manager. “If we are confronted
with the really hard realities and the really
disturbing truths of our actual history, it
doesn’t allow us to continue with these
national myths.”
Under Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Executive
Order 9066, the government forcibly
relocated more than 120,000 people of
Japanese descent from the Pacific Coast
to 10 concentration camps in the nation’s
western interior; two-thirds were U.S.
citizens. This mass incarceration lasted
about four years.
Gale Ito attended the exhibit Aug. 27;
her mother experienced the camps at 16
years old. She said the moment is seldom
mentioned in American history classes and
found just one line about it in her daughter’s
history textbook.
Fey said the group collected photographs
and artifacts to tell the story in multiple
perspectives partnering with JASC’s
archival resources. Fey said art allows
people to see more clearly, adding that

“THEN THEY CAME

photographs look viewers directly in the
face and do not allow them to forget what
happened in the camps.
“[The stories] demonstrate the problem of
when the government takes an action which
is racially biased and puts [communities]
into a camp under the pretext of national
security,” said scientist Roy Wesley, who
was born the day his family was scheduled
to be moved to an assembly center, a
temporary camp used while permanent
camps were built.
History forgotten often repeats itself, and
the gallery emphasizes on the importance
of learning from mistakes, according to Fey.
“Trump is banning Muslims essentially,”
Ito said. “There are many similarities
brought to light by [the exhibit], and it’s
important that people recognize this isn’t
the first time it’s occurred.”
Michael Takada, CEO of JASC, said art is
a tool to make information more accessible
to the community.
“It’s important for society to express this
information in all manners possible,” he said.
“[Art] touches people intergenerationally,
intersections across socioeconomics.”
Takei experienced the camps as a boy
and has long been a vocal advocate for
education. Fey said his story will help
illustrate why remembering is important
and impactful to the nation today.

arixon@columbiachronicle.com

» ALEXA RIXON
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

with ID

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon-Fri 9am - 8pm
Sat 10am - 7pm
Sun 11am - 6pm
828 S Wabash Ave. Chicago, IL 60605

312.583.9990
Connect with us!

www.artistcraftsman.com
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FEATURE
allergies to foods ranging from milk, eggs,
peanuts and tree nuts to wheat, soy, fish
and crustacean shellfish, according to Food
welve-year-old Cameron Rich was on Allergy Research and Education, an organivacation with his family four years ago zation that works to improve the quality of
in the Outer Banks of North Carolina, life for people with food allergies.
but instead of enjoying the barrier islands’
Although Celiac Disease is an autoimopen-sea beaches and shipwreck diving mune disorder—not a food allergy—individsites, he was running to the bathroom with uals who have it run into the same question:
stomach cramps and diarrhea, throwing up Do I trust workers in the food industry to
three to four times a day. These symptoms serve me a product that won’t damage
continued for months.
my health?
Even after four months of testing when
Chris said while restaurants do not mean
Cameron returned home to Dublin, Ohio, any harm, grave consequences still linger
the doctors did not know what was wrong for customers with Celiac Disease and food
with him. On a family friend’s suggestion, allergies because restaurants often do not
Cameron got a blood test, which revealed a understand the risks.
life change. He was diagnosed with Celiac
“We’ve found some [restaurants] that
Disease, a genetic autoimmune disorder work and understand, but we’ve found some
that can damage the small intestine when that maybe don’t get it as much as they
gluten is consumed.
should,” Chris said.
With this diagnosis, Cameron’s life would
Danger looms for customers when food
never be the same. When exposed to glu- allergies are disregarded at restaurants
ten—various proteins found in barley, rye, because customers can unknowingly conoats, wheat, soy and other products that sume a product that could cause them
act as a glue to hold food together—“Cam- real harm.
eron’s] body all of a sudden starts to attack
Danielle Cathey, a 26-year-old graduate
itself,” said his father, Chris. Meals must be student studying mental health at the
carefully planned. No more blindly grabbing University of Denver, was diagnosed with
something in the kitchen.
Celiac Disease five years ago. During an
Chris said going out to eat was difficult attack, she vomits for hours, and even
at first because at 12 years old, Cameron’s
taste was not yet developed, and he had
the typical pickiness of that age. It has
become easier as Cameron’s tastes have
matured, but at restaurants, ignorance
of the disease fails to provide him with a
safety net, which can impact his social life.
Cameron didn’t want to be that inconvenient friend when going out to eat, Chris
said. “It can be frustrating and a little bit
depressing. He has to eat gluten-free for
the rest of his life.”
Chris’ career path has also been transformed because of Cameron’s diagnosis; the
diagnosis lead him to a new career, educating people about the disease. Chris asked
himself, “As a dad, what do we need to
do?” and discovered the Gluten Intolerance
Group—an organization that aids people
CHRIS RICH
with Celiac Disease or who are allergic to
wheat or intolerant to gluten.
He took a position as its vice president
100% Glutenless
of development three years ago.
“I was that dad before he became diagnosed who said ‘OK, gluten-free, whatever,’”
Chris said. “[But] when it hits you personally,
that’s when you have to change.”
Cameron, now 16, is one of an estimated 3 million Americans who have Celiac
Disease, according to the Celiac Disease
Foundation in Woodland Hills, California.
Another 15 million Americans have serious
» ERIC BRADACH & LAUREN CARLTON
MANAGING EDITOR & COPY CHIEF

T

I was that dad before
he become diagnosed
who said ‘OK, gluten
free, whatever,’ [but]
when it hits you
personally, that’s
when you have
to change.
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afterwards, she can feel sluggish and
run-down for days after consuming gluten.
Cross contact—which is sometimes
confused with cross contamination—at
restaurants, is Cathey’s greatest concern when eating out, especially at pizza
parlors. Even a small amount of flour on
her gluten-free crust could trigger her
symptoms if the crust is not prepared in a
separate area.
“[When at a restaurant], I won’t even tell
[my server] I’m gluten-free; I’ll tell them that
I’m Celiac ... so they know the severity of
my [illness],” Cathey said.
If someone is allergic to wheat or has
Celiac Disease and a server brings them
a salad with croutons on it, the croutons
cannot just be taken off: An all-new salad
needs to be prepared, Chris said.
This is an all-too-common occurrence,
which can cause anxiety for young children
with food allergies, said Roxanne Dominis,
a psychotherapist with offices in Lincoln
Park and Oak Park whose 10-year-old son
David is allergic to wheat, milk, eggs, soy,
peanuts and shellfish.
Although Roxanne can take David to
restaurants and ask servers to prepare
David’s meal in an allergy-friendly environment, she said she still runs into problems.
Even after explaining in detail David’s
allergies to their servers, Roxanne said he
has had severe allergic reactions eating
at restaurants.
Because of David’s multiple allergies,
Roxanne prepares David’s food at home
before going out to eat with friends and
family to ensure he has a safe meal.
However, health codes restrict bringing
outside food—food a customer brought
from somewhere else—and heating it up
in the restaurant’s kitchen.
Simply heating up a customer’s outside
food is dangerous because the restaurant

May Cont

PEAN
MILK
GLUT

Restaurants, custo
education, dialogue

does not know if the food was properly
handled, said William Weichelt, director of
Food Safety and Relations at the National
Restaurant Association.
“[A restaurant cooking outside food] is
not a recommended practice [and] health
departments frown upon that,” Weichelt
said. “[Those restrictions] happen because
the chain of custody of that food is not in

Food Allergies? No Problem

No Peanuts He

While many restaurants put disclaimers
on their menus asking customers who have
food allergies or Celiac Disease to inform
their servers, restaurants are not required
by federal law to do so. Currently, five
states: Massachusetts, Maryland, Michigan,
Rhode Island, Virginia and two cities—New
York City and St. Paul, Minnesota—have
restaurant awareness laws enforcing a
similar policy, according to Food Allergy
Research and Education.
Food allergies have historically not been
considered a disability until a case involving
a college student and a dining hall was
brought forth in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
Francoeur said.
A student with Celiac Disease in 2009
was living in Lesley University’s dorms,
which has a mandatory meal plan. However,
it lacked a gluten-free option, so a lawsuit
was filed. A settlement was reached in
2012, and the Americans with Disabilities
Act was applied to food allergies and Celiac
Disease. However, it is up to individuals
to prove their illness impairs their bodily
systems, according to the U.S. Department
of Justice report.
Thanks to increasing awareness, things
are looking up for those with food allergies.
Restaurants are protecting customers by
taking extra precautions when preparing
their dishes.
At Geja’s Cafe, a fondue restaurant in
Lincoln Park, customers are given gluten-free bread options and extensive inforthe hands of the restaurants, and yet they mation about food ingredients if needed,
still hold the liability if something were said Adam Guillaume, the cafe’s director
of operations. Because of the high demand
to happen.”
Customers still have the option of bring- for gluten-free products, the managers at
ing in prepared food that does not need to be Geja’s Cafe, 340 W. Armitage Ave., carefully
reheated, said Laurel Francoeur, an attorney researched and tried nine brands when
who works with clients with food allergies. choosing its bread.
However, such policies are still determined
Separate storage bins and toasters are
by the individual restaurant, she added.
used for the gluten-free bread to prevent
cross contact, and cutting boards are
meticulously cleaned between uses, an
easy practice to protect customers’ health,
Guillaume said. Servers are thoroughly
educated on the products’ ingredients,
but if that fails, they are equipped with

tain:
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spreadsheets that identify which items
are gluten, dairy or peanut free, he added.
“They are all well-versed-when it comes
to any sort of a question so they don’t even
have to go to ask a manager in the kitchen,”
Guillaume said. “Everything is right in front
of them.”
It’s not difficult to protect customers
who have strict dietary needs, Guillaume
said, adding that training restaurant
employees to cater their customers’ needs
should be a top priority.
Weichelt said customers should always
ask their server if a product contains the
food to which they are allergic. However,
there can be confusion at restaurants
because there are many different ingredients and technical names at the manufacturing level. Fortunately, people with food
allergies and Celiac Disease are normally
on top of it, he added.
“I know a lot of people that have food
allergies that ask to see the ingredients
list because they have learned all the
various technical names of the foods that
can cause anaphylaxis,” Weichelt said.
“Whereas, restaurants [may] not have that
knowledge and information. It is up to the
consumer to acknowledge and to state
that they have a food allergy and ask the
restaurant if they can accommodate for
their allergens, and [the restaurant should
be able to] take the necessary steps to
inform the customer what they can and
cannot do.”
Roxanne said recent action in Illinois’
state legislature has given her hope for
her son’s safety.
Restaurant managers in Illinois are now
required to undergo accredited food allergen
awareness and safety training within 30
days of being hired and be recertified every
three years, thanks to Gov. Bruce Rauner
signing House Bill 2510 Aug. 25.
“If we had some [required] education
about [how] life threatening [food] allergies are, then people would have a better
understanding,” she said.
chronicle@colum.edu

Food Allergy
Education Center

Personalize
Your Meal

Customer
Feedback Center

Allergies 101

Gluten Free Options
Dairy Free Forever!

Illustration & Design by SAMANTHA CONRAD

Dietary Restrictions?
Let’s Talk!
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House of Hookah
@houseofhookahchicago

607 W. Belmont
Chicago, IL. 60657
(773) 348-1550

@hookah_chicago
@ChiHouseHookah

Conveniently located near the
Red, Brown, and Purple lines!
B.Y.O.B. & Open 7 Days A Week!

Check out ChicagoHookah.Com
House of Hookah
607 W. Belmont
Chicago, IL. 60657
(773) 348-1550
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$10 Off
your order!
(Sit in Customers Only - Limit 1 Coupon Per Group)
Expires December 31, 2017 - Must be 21+ to enter
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Pop-up shops let creators experiment
TANNER WOODFORD, FOUNDER

» PHOTOS KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

and executive director of the
Chicago Design Museum, is
all about “creating unexpected
cultural experiences.”
The museum is extending this
concept by way of the Chicago
Design Market, a rotating series
of pop-up shops that create the
unexpected by placing small

emerging artists alongside larger
established businesses.
The market, located next to
the museum at Block 37, 108 N.
State St., began in July and will
run through December. Market
patrons who step off the escalator will encounter five cherry red
storefronts, each announcing its
current occupant. These occupants change monthly, adding up
to 17 shops during the market’s
six-month run.

The Chicago Design Market at 108 N. State St. houses five rotating storefronts,
each a unique retail experience.

“Lowering the barrier of entry”
for artists to sell their work in a
brick-and-mortar environment
is an important objective for the
market, according to Woodford.
Shops are not charged for utilities and do not pay a fixed monthly
rent; instead, the museum takes
a sales commission, Woodford
said. This allows small designers or businesses, such as Aviate
Press Shop, to market in a retail
space, while allowing larger establishments, such as Cards Against
Humanity, to experiment with
both the space and their business
model, he added.
Aviate Press Shop—which
opened Aug. 1 and closes at the
end of September—is an online
paper goods retailer in Nashville,
Tennessee. Ava Puckett, the store’s
founder, relocated to Chicago for
its two-month run in the market,
taking a break from her full-time
job with Nashville’s Merch Cave.
“[The Chicago Design Market]
sounded like a really good way to

Ava Puckett, founder of Aviate Press Shop, relocated to Chicago for two months to
run her shop in the market.

see what it was like to do this full
time,” Puckett said.
Having a physical retail space
gave Puckett the chance to play
with merchandising and gauge
reactions to her products—opportunities Puckett does not have
with her online sales, she said.
Cards Against Humanity will
be participating in the market
October through December. Like
Aviate Press Shop, it is also looking
to provide “a unique experience
that [could only be given] in a physical space,” said Lauren Gallagher,
the company’s lead designer.
“A lot of our marketing and presence as a company is online, so

we wanted to make a space that’s
cozy, inviting and offers products that aren’t available online,”
Gallagher said.
The Cards Against Humanity
pop-up will have an area for guests
to sit and read or play games,
away from the overwhelming atmosphere of shopping
malls, Gallagher said.
“[The Chicago Design
Museum’s] mission is to
strengthen design culture
and build community,”
Woodford said, adding that
the creators rotating through
the market “absolutely meet
[that] mission.”
mmanier@columbiachronicle.com

» MIRANDA MANIER
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

5331 W. BELMONT AVE, CHICAGO, IL

GET
THE
BEST.

WORLD’S BIGGEST,
BEST & CLEANEST STUDIO

$30 PIERCINGS
STUDENTS GET 10% OFF

773-736-6960
www.jadedragontattoo.com
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NOW PLAYING Back to school jams

Tunes to rock out to on your way to class.

Listen to all the tracks at http://open.spotify.com/user/thecolumbiachronicle

» MICHA THURSTON

» CONRAD QUEEN

“ABC”

Jackson 5

“You Spin Me Round”

Dead or Alive

“Be True to Your School”
“School Days”
“Good Vibrations”

The Beach Boys
Chuck Berry

Marky Mark & The Funky Bunch

The Black Eyed Peas

“I Love College”

Asher Roth

“Hey Ya!”
“No Hands”

Outkast
Waka Flocka Flame

“Wild Thoughts”

DJ Khaled

“Going Away To College”

Blink-182
Avril Lavigne
Pussycat Dolls

“Sauced Up”
“Kiwi”
“G.O.A.T.”

“Closing Time”
“B---h, Don’t Kill My Vibe”
“Big Girls Don’t Cry”
“Schoolin’ Life”
“FML”

Semisonic
Kendrick Lamar
Fergie
Beyoncé
Kanye West

» CHARLIE CONNELLY

DIGITAL MANAGING EDITOR

METRO EDITOR

“I Hate This Part”

“I Gotta Feeling”

CAMPUS REPORTER

» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT

» JACKIE MURRAY

“What the Hell”

» MOLLY WALSH

SENIOR MARKETING CONSULTANT

MARKETING CONSULTANT

AD & BUSINESS MANAGER
“Photograph”

Nickelback

“Lullaby”

Nickelback

Princess Nokia

“Far Away”

Nickelback

Fifth Harmony
Harry Styles

“I Don’t Wanna Do This Anymore” XXXTENTACION

“Hymn”

Kesha

“Rockstar”

Nickelback

“Help Me, Rhonda”

“Perfect Places”

Lorde

“Someday”

Nickelback

The Beach Boys

The Harvard
of Comedy

The second floor of Second City’s Training Center boasts new classrooms, the Harold Ramis
Screening room, a soundstage, and ample common space to meet, work, and socialize.

1/31/18
Shows 7 nights a week in our 4 student theaters!

Visit SecondCity.com/tc
or call (312) 664-3959

We offer classes, camps, and immersions for students of all ages. Whether you hope to
become a star on Saturday Night Live or just want to try something new, The Second City
has a class for you. Check out our offerings in improv, acting, writing, music, and more!
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Welcome BaCk
COMMUNITY AMENITIES
Club, game & Media Rooms
Café With Free Single-Serve Coffee Maker
Tech Hub – Quickly Connect Online &
Enjoy Free Printing
Lounge Areas | Study Lounge | Highspeed internet & wi-Fi 24-Hour Fitness
Center with Cardio & weights

outdoor Terraces with gas grills, Fire
Pit, Indoor/Outdoor Fireplace & Large
screen TV
Sky Lounge & Terrace with Panoramic
Views of the Chicago Skyline
Indoor Bike Storage & Repair Station
ground Floor Retail
24-Hour Emergency Maintenance/
Management Secure Parcel Delivery Area
at Main Lobby Controlled Building Access

APARTMENT AMENITIES
Modern, Fully Furnished Units with
Floor to Ceiling windows
Each Bedroom Has it’s own Bathroom
Luxury Finishes Including Quartz
Countertops & stainless steel appliances
Washer & Dryer In Unit
Flat Screen 40” HDTV with Robust
Cable/Internet Package
Gear Wall | Walk In Closets

Now LEasiNg
30 EAST BALBO AVE. CHICAGO, IL 60605 | 331-256-5131
www.30EastApts.com | For more info text 30EAST to 47464

@30Eastapts
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THINGS I’LL MISS AS RE-READABLE
CLASSES BEGIN
BOOKS

Album Review:
‘Fifth Harmony’
by Fifth Harmony
» LAUREN CARLTON
COPY CHIEF

F

lcarlton@columbiachronicle.com

ifth Harmony returned Aug. 25
with a self-titled album after
losing Camila Cabello, who was
heavily featured on previous tracks.
While Fitfth Harmony's first two
singles, “Down (ft. Gucci Mane)” and
“Angel” were promising, the album as a
whole feels like a step down from 7/27,
released in May 2016.
The loss of Cabello’s somewhat
annoying voice is not what lessens the
quality of this new album. Some of
the new songs lack originality while
others are too repetitive. Songs such as
“Sauced Up” and “Deliver” come across
as underdeveloped and rushed, as if
they were thrown on the record prematurely so it could have 10 tracks instead
of eight.
The album will be a disappointment
for lifelong Fifth Harmony fans, and
only the first two singles are worthy of a
spot on any good playlist. All this album
has to offer are pop melodies that will be
stuck in one’s head for days.
However, as a group going from five
members to four, the girls have adapted
very well. Their vocals are layered
nicely and the solos show off the group’s
vocal range. The last song, “Bridges,”
references the country’s current political issues and has mature meaning
behind its lyrics but the rest don't go
any deeper than shallow, sexual references that barely make sense.
Fifth Harmony needs to rediscover
its sound and adapt to the changes.
This transition album leaves hope
for Fifth Harmony’s future. It may
be “Worth It” to stick around and see
what's next.

‘COWBOY BEBOP’
EPISODES

» ARIANA PORTALATIN
MANAGING EDITOR

» ZOË EITEL
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

» ERIC BRADACH
MANAGING EDITOR

Sleep:

“Last Sacrifice” by Richelle Mead:

“Ballad of Fallen Angels”:

As the school year begins, I am reluctantly saying goodbye to eight hours of sleep
every night and saying hello to late-night
studying. I’m typically not a morning
person, but I guess it is sometimes nice
to see the sunrise after a long night of
hitting the books.

The final book in the “Vampire Academy”
series provides a deeply satisfying end to
Rose’s story. No matter how many times
I read it, the action, drama and surprises
never lose their excitement.

In this episode, the audience is treated to
its first glimpse into the past of ex-mafia
hitman-turned-bounty hunter Spike.
His previous life catches up with him
when an old friend is assassinated by
Spike’s former partner Vicious. It lays the
groundwork for the series’ ongoing plot.

Having fewer responsibilities:

Including audiobook listens, I’ve reread
the “Percy Jackson” series more times
than is probably acceptable for someone
in their 20s. Twelve-year-old Percy finds
out he’s the son of the Greek god Poseidon, and things only get crazier through
four more books and a spin-off series.

Being an adult inevitably means having
responsibilities, but this becomes even
more true during the school year. Now
that classes are starting, it is time to start
making use of those calendars and organization apps to keep up on assignment
deadlines and test days.
Warm weather:
Summer is my favorite season, but sadly
it doesn’t last long into the school year.
Pretty soon, the leaves will change color
and the lake will freeze over, which
means we’ll all have to start bundling up
to brave Chicago’s winter.

“Percy Jackson & the Olympians: The
Lightning Thief” by Rick Riordan:

“Carry On” by Rainbow Rowell:
Based on a book mentioned in Rowell’s
previous novel “Fangirl,” “Carry On” is
part “Harry Potter” fanfiction and part
LGBTQ love story. It’s easy to get lost in
the characters and plot without realizing
it’s more than 500 pages long.

Longer days:

“Maximum Ride: School’s Out—
Forever” by James Patterson:

I’ll miss the days when the sun hangs
around for a little while longer and
doesn’t start to set until about 8 p.m. The
shorter days of fall and winter mixed with
the colder weather usually make me feel
more tired, which isn’t a good mix with
sleepless nights.

This installment sees the Flock—kids
with wings and other bird-like features—
at school trying to be normal. The Flock
is still hiding from evil scientists, but it’s
endlessly amusing to see them deal with
normal teen drama. Fighting wolf men is
easy, but dating? The end of the world.

Free time:

“Thirst: No. 1” by Christopher Pike:

Working while attending classes take up
the majority of my days during the school
year, which means I’ll have less time with
friends and family and to binge-watch my
favorite Netflix shows. It also means I’ll
have less time to procrastinate, which I
guess is a good thing.

“Thirst’s” main character is Sita, a
5,000-year-old vampire. During the novel’s three parts, she deals with someone
investigating her past, her creator coming
back into her life, a reincarnated old love,
a stronger vampire and jumping from
skyscrapers to avoid federal agents.
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“Jupiter Jazz”:
In this two-part episode, we get a clearer
understanding of what caused the split
between Spike and Vicious. It’s a slowpaced episode that turned off some fans,
but it solidly portrays the show’s strongest theme: what we long for in life versus
what we need.
“Waltz for Venus”:
Spike encounters a low life pickpocket
named Rocco, who has a bounty on his
head. Instead of turning Rocco over to the
police for an easy payday, Spike assists
him in obtaining a plant that will cure his
sister’s blindness. It’s a story that allows
you to learn more about a character by
simply having him interact with others.
“Pierrot le Fou”:
The end looks inevitable for Spike as he
faces off against a psychotic contract killer.
The visuals in this episode are the best the
show has to offer; not only is the animation
glorious, but there is minimal dialogue,
which makes for superb visual storytelling.
“Hard Luck Woman”:
Emphasizing the “what we long for in life
versus what we need” theme, this episode
centers on the time-displaced Faye. Bundles of questions are answered about her
past, but it still leaves some mystery: What
is revealed could be open to interpretation.

arts & culture

SCALE

MUSIC

IRON & WINE’S
BEAST EPIC

VIDEO

‘GAME OF
THRONES’
SEASON FINALE

VIRAL

RANDOM

SWISH SWISH
MUSIC VIDEO

SAMURAI
MIYAMOTO
MUSASHI

» MIRANDA MANIER
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

» BLAISE MESA
METRO REPORTER

» ARIANA PORTALATIN
MANAGING EDITOR

» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS EDITOR

The album Beast Epic by Iron & Wine,
released Aug. 25, is a good display of the
singer-songwriter’s range. Melancholy
songs like “Summer Clouds” show off Sam
Beam’s ability to be gentle and vulnerable,
while hopeful songs like “About a Bruise”
demonstrate the dynamic, infectious
energy he brings to indie folk. His first
album in four years, Beast Epic is a welcome return for Iron & Wine.

“Game of Thrones’” season finale on Aug.
27 was entirely too uninteresting, and the
deaths of beloved characters have become
tiresome. The unnecessarily powerful
army of White Walkers and the collapse
of the wall were predictable from the
first episode. The plot is dragged along
by unrealistic, poor decisions and unengaging plotlines, which have caused it to
become unenjoyable.

Katy Perry’s newly released music video
for her song “Swish Swish” is a weird
combination of pop culture references and
guest appearances that tries to be funny
but fails. Released Aug. 24, the video
contradicts the confrontational message
behind the song made in response to her
feud with Taylor Swift, but it does at least
speak to a side of Perry that isn’t afraid to
take herself too seriously.

Born in Japan in 1584, Samurai
Miyamoto Musashi spent his life training
to perfect the art of swordsmanship. It
was assumed he learned Kenjutsu from
his father at a young age and fought his
first life-or-death duel when he was only
13 years old. Musashi is known to have
dueled 60 people and won. This spectacular victory sealed his place in history as a
ronin—a samurai with no master.
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The bloated bass line in the verses of this
song sounds like the sonic representation
of drinking too much soda. The chorus
can only be described as a soda turning
flat, with any fleeting moments of originality flying out the window as Swift does
her best impression of Meghan Trainor
drunkenly stumbling through “Me Too.”
All this song does is make me miss the old
Swift. But she’s dead, apparently.

Backed by a live orchestra and 50 suicide
attempt and loss survivors wearing “You
Are Not Alone” shirts, Logic performed
an emotional version of his song “1-800273-8255”—titled after the national
suicide prevention lifeline—which details
a person’s struggle for mental health. The
performance most likely had everyone
crying at their TVs. It was inspiring to see
a rapper address such an important issue.

A stock photo of a man catcalling a
woman as she walks away while his girlfriend stares at him in outrage has now,
unsurprisingly, been turned into a viral
meme. By editing text over each dramatic
facial expression, there have been some
hilarious final results. A personal favorite
is the oblivious girl as a “dog,” in the edited
scenario, the dude as “me” and the angry
girlfriend as “people.”

Dunkin’ Donuts previously offered $1
medium iced coffees from 2–6 p.m., which
was the greatest deal since The Louisiana
Purchase. Now, the company offers $1.50
any-size coffees from 3–6 p.m., which
isn’t terrible, but that extra 50 cents adds
up. One load of laundry is just 50 cents
multiplied three times. Add tax and then
it costs almost $2, which is just a disgrace.
DD, you get a solid FF.
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Ashlely Clarich
freshman American
Sign Language-English
interpretation major

WHAT IS YOUR BACK-TOSCHOOL STAPLE?
Ayana Merrill
freshman dance major
“Band T-shirts.”

“Jumpsuits.”

Niko Ivy
freshman music major
“Jeans.”

KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER CHICAGO

Meditation and Modern
Buddhism for Everyone
Learn to develop inner peace
and be happy even in the
face of difficulty and stress!
Classes offered through
out the week, no prior
experience necessary
Wicker Park location:
2010 W. Pierce Ave
Chicago, IL

www.MeditateInChicago.org
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n the wake of protests over monuments commemorating controversial,
historical figures, Mayor Rahm
Emanuel stated Aug. 23 he was open
to removing a statue and renaming a
street that glorifies Italian fascism.
In 1933, Fascist Prime Minister of
Italy Benito Mussolini gave the city of
Chicago a monument of Italo Balbo, an
Italian Air Force Marshal who helped
bring Mussolini to power, to celebrate
the first transatlantic flight from Rome
to Chicago. This monument near Soldier
Field, along with Balbo Drive in the
South Loop, is now part of the ongoing national debate about who should
be publicly honored after the Aug. 12
violence in Charlottesville, Virginia.

The mayor’s comments came after two
aldermen—Edward Burke (14th Ward) and
Gilbert Villegas (36th Ward)—re-ignited a
campaign to expunge Balbo from Chicago’s
landscape. The effort was unsuccessful in
the past, but as southern cities begin to take
down Confederate monuments, the pressure
mounts for Chicago to take similar action.
In addition, some have pushed for a name
change for Washington and Jackson parks
on the predominantly black South Side
because they find it offensive to honor two
slave-owning presidents in this community.
Emanuel has rejected this idea because both
fought for “a more perfect union,” according
to an Aug. 17 DNAinfo article. However, the
mayor—or any local official—should not
decide whom the city honors without public

Jefferson Park can become
model for new Chicago

COMMENTARY
» TYRA BOSNIC
OPINIONS EDITOR

A

fierce debate over affordable
housing in Jefferson Park began
Jan. 26 when Ald. John Arena
(45th Ward) revealed plans for a 100-unit,
mixed-income apartment building. This

participation. If Chicago wants to right past
wrongs against marginalized communities,
those voices should lead the discussions.
If residents come to the conclusion that
it is inappropriate to honor figures such
as Balbo, Washington or Jackson, city
officials should oblige without question.
Considering many Chicagoans were not
aware of who Balbo was or what he stood for,
there should be a push for Americans to be
properly educated for the deep perspective
and thought needed in these debates. The
violence in Charlottesville, Virginia, has
been a catalyst for reflection on whom
is given recognition with monuments,
street names or parks throughout the
country. Without the horrific images of

violence and racist demonstrations, these
discussions might have never happened.
Governments should not wait until the
next tragedy to atone for historical wrongdoings. Instead, there must be comprehensive, nuanced education with a fact-based
perspective of historical figures instead of
blindly honoring those who, despite their
contributions to the country, committed
wrongs against diverse groups in the U.S.
The realities and perspectives of the
underserved have been omitted from
history books, resulting in a warped view
of the past for many Americans. Before
action is taken, these groups should
have the opportunity to lead discussions and assist educating the public.

The mayor—or any local official—should not
decide whom the city honors without public
participation.

Recent efforts to block the complex include opponents raising about
$13,000 to sue Arena and the city to halt
permit-granting and construction.
This is not the first time Jefferson Park
has opposed progress. In the 1970s, residents led a similar opposition to Chicago
development would bring affordable
Housing Authority public housing and
housing opportunities to low-income
black students from the Austin neighborindividuals and families, people with
hood coming to Jefferson Park schools.
disabilities and military veterans.
With a shortage of affordable housing The actions then, like now, were a thinly
units, according to a May 2017 study by veiled attempt to maintain the racial and
the Institute for Housing Studies at DePaul economic makeup of the neighborhood.
University, Jefferson Park deserves apartNearly 67 percent of Jefferson Park
ments its low-income residents can afford, residents are white and the majority are
which are well below the neighborhood’s middle class with an average $63,000
average rent rate of $1,286 per month.
household median income. The oppoWhile some were pleased an apartment sition to the new apartment complex
complex prioritizing the disadvantaged
amounts to some residents viewing it as
was coming to Jefferson Park, others
an invasion, claiming that affordable
took to the neighborhood’s streets to
housing will bring crime to the neighprotest. On Feb. 21, residents marched
borhood and lower property values.
against the development for low-income
Even if the apartment complex
residents. Some residents protested
brought in new residents to Jefferson
outside Arena’s office with some chantPark, creating affordable homes is not
ing “No Section 8!” a reference to those
promoting “invasion” of the neighwho qualify for the housing voucher
borhood. It is advocating for a new
program that subsidizes rent cost.
culture of inclusion instead of the

tradition of segregation that has been
a shameful part of Chicago’s history.
The modern Chicago map outlines
more than the city’s grid-like structure. It
shows a long history of a city segregated
by race and class that has negatively
affected every Chicagoan. According to
“The Cost of Segregation,” a March 2017
report by the Metropolitan Planning
Council, the Chicago area would see an
$8 billion increase in gross domestic
product if the city was less segregated.
Despite claims that the Jefferson
Park apartment complex would bring
more crime to the neighborhood, this
step toward greater diversity would
actually save lives in a city plagued by
gun violence. According to MPC’s
report, Chicago’s homicide rate
would drop by 30 percent if progress
toward integration was made.
If the city is to ever see a future free
of violence and hardship, small steps
in improving affordable housing must
be taken. Jefferson Park is an apt
example of Chicago’s tired history of
segregation, and right now, it has the
opportunity to set a new precedent.

tbosnic@columbiachronicle.com

Voiceless should have a say in
monument removal debate
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Millennials need proper
education on opioid crisis

A

n Aug. 30 study by the American
Society of Anesthesiologists
concluded that while opioid
use among millennials is declining, young people are unaware of
all the repercussions of drug abuse
and need a better education.
Opioids are a class of drugs that
includes heroin; synthetic opioids such as
fentanyl; popular pain relievers such as
oxycodone, hydrocodone, morphine; and
many more. Drug overdoses, including
those involving opioids, killed more people
in 2015 than the AIDS epidemic did at
its peak in 1995, according to a March
29 VOX article. The scale of the AIDS
epidemic was enormous, killing millions
of people, and this country—especially
its leaders—cannot sit idle or make rash
decisions while the opioid crisis surpasses
those numbers.
The ASA study was conducted online
between Aug. 7–9 and surveyed 1,011 U.S.
adults; 34 percent were millennials, 25
percent were Gen Xers, 35 percent were
baby boomers and six percent were from
the silent generation. The findings show
millennials were less likely than others to
turn to opioids to ease chronic pain, preferring treatment with lifestyle changes such
as diet, exercise and smoking cessation.
But it’s no secret that millennials can
be fickle. Certain trends come and go so
easily that it’s hard to keep up. But when it
comes to something that carries life-ordeath consequences, one can only hope the
organic option of exercise or diet remains
the preferred way to reduce pain.
Nevertheless, millennials are still more
likely to misuse opioids and believe these
drugs are OK to use even if they require
them without a prescripition, according to
the ASA study.
Most millennials received D.A.R.E.,
a K–12 interactive program that is supposed to give children tools they need to
“say no to drugs.” Despite the program’s
popularity, research has found it has
had no lasting impact combating youth
drug use, according to a Jan. 1, 2014,
ScientificAmerican.com article.

The ASA study also suggests that millennials need more extensive education.
While most are entering adulthood and
making decisions for themselves, they are
still influenced by their surroundings and
suffer from a severe lack of effective drug
and alcohol abuse education during an
important, formative time.
According to the study, millennials were
also less likely to know how to properly
dispose of opioids safely, creating potential
for further exposure or trafficking.
DrugRehab.us states that more than 8
million children live in homes where at
least one parent is addicted to drugs, making it likely that in-depth education would
benefit not only their personal future, but
also their parents.
It’s appalling that after declaring the
opioid crisis a national emergency on Aug.
10, President Donald Trump has called for
more law enforcement to combat the issue
instead of promoting proper education.
Trump’s go-to solution has been force for
every problem the U.S. has faced so far.
However, the elementary students sitting
in that D.A.R.E presentation will not
benefit from more law enforcement if
their own parents are the ones abusing
hydrocodone. Proper education and
mental health support options need to
be the first and second solutions.
There is nothing more important
than making sure studies like this are
not met with fear or violence, but with
supportive solutions and proper education to make sure millennials and their
children and grandchildren will stick
to spin classes rather than controlled
substances to relieve their pain.

bpawlingstennett@columbiachronicle.com

issue, Alexandra Shulman’s Editor’s
Letter outlined the difficulty in finding
a designer who would lend clothing
to photograph the magazine’s cover
model Ashley Graham, a plus-size
supermodel. Luckily, American brand
Coach stepped forward and dressed her.
“It seems strange to me,” Shulman
wrote. “While the rest of the world
is desperate for fashion to embrace
broader definitions of physical beauty,
COMMENTARY
some of our most famous fashion
brands appear to be traveling in the
opposite and ... unwise direction.”
Although there are brands that do
carry clothing for all sizes, these brands
differentiate between plus sizes and
“women’s” sizes. Forever 21 considers
» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
its sizes 0–12 “women’s,” but sizes 12
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
and over are called “plus.” Size should
not define your gender or your femininity.
Just because a woman is a size 18
hile wandering around the
doesn’t mean she is any less of a woman.
underwear store Intimissimi
Along with the slight digs at plusin Italy this summer, I oversize women’s femininity, there is
heard a customer asking an employee
a noticeable price difference in
about a specific bra size. The employee
store clothing between the sizes.
shook her head “no” and said that size
On Forever 21’s website, a pair of
isn’t carried at the store. After working
contemporary striped pants in the
at Victoria’s Secret for three years, I
know this is not an uncommon situation. women’s section costs $19.90 for
sizes S–XL. However, the same pair
The average American woman is a
of pants costs $22.90 in plus sizes.
size 16; however, clothing often maxes
Forever 21 is not the only store
out at a size 14 or Large. A July 13 artiwith a price difference. On July 25,
cle from The Economist noted that 68
body-positive campaign Free To
percent of women are considered plus
Be OK accused U.K. fashion brand
size, but in 2016, only 18 percent of
Boohoo of charging more for a plus-size
women’s clothing sold was plus-sized.
dress. Boohoo has not responded to
Designers are failing to recthe accusations against the brand.
ognize their career’s mission: to
Designer and “Project Runway”
create clothes for all women.
Season 4 winner Christian Siriano
Plus-size women have very limited
featured models of various body types
options, and these options provided
in his spring 2017 fashion show. When
are hidden in the store or even on
asked in a Sept. 11, 2016, interview with
the website. This makes shopping
Elle Magazine why more designers
for plus-size clothing difficult and
don’t create garments for more body
sometimes more stressful for women.
Fashion design show “Project Runway” types, Siriano said the “trick” is to have
time and want to make these garments.
premiered its 16th season Aug. 17 and
When putting a garment on a body, the
finally incorporated size-inclusive
designer has to play with every piece
models into the design challenges.
to match their vision. When designers
Designers are typically not thrilled
expand their range of sizes, it takes more
to dress various body sizes for the
time to create, according to Siriano.
challenges, said Heidi Klum, a judge on
But with designers and brands making
“Project Runway,” in an Aug. 17 intermillions of dollars every year, time
view with “Entertainment Tonight.”
or money should not be an excuse
“This is the real world; not everyone
for little to no options in quality,
is a runway figure,” Klum said in the
fashionable clothing for plus-size
interview. “You have to dress real people
women. Clothing should be available
and real people come in different sizes.”
for everyone and the cost shouldn’t
In the premiere, designer ChaCha
be higher because of size. It shouldn’t
called his dress form “too fat,”
matter how much time or money it
but the other contestants were
takes; all that matters is making a
quick to call out the designer.
woman feel confident in a garment.
This is not the first time designers
As “Project Runway” judge Tim Gunn
have neglected to expand their range
would say, “Designers, make it work.”
of sizes. In British Vogue’s January
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Art in the South Loop aims to inspire communities » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia
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Tent City future at stake
over bike paths
METRO EDITOR

A BRIGHT ORANGE warning sign plastered
on a viaduct wall below Lake Shore Drive
in Uptown tells 50 or so homeless residents
who have found refuge there that they will
be forced to move.
The construction notice—the sole eviction warning—alerted Tent City residents
that they have until Sept. 18 at 7 a.m. to
pack up whatever belongings they have and
leave. Tent City is a homeless encampment
on the wide sidewalks below the Lawrence
and Wilson avenue bridge viaducts. The city
plans to build bike paths where the tents
currently sit, leaving the homeless community at risk of permanent displacement.
“This kind of egregious civil rights attack
is something that we’re [not just] going to sit
down and let happen,” said Andy Thayer, a
member of Uptown Tent City Organizers—a
volunteer advocacy group that has donated
tents to residents. “We want to have a place
where people can go and not be hassled by
the city if and when the construction begins.”
The city’s actions have led the organization, along with the Uptown People’s
Law Center, to take legal action to halt the
order. The law center works with Uptown
residents on issues such as tenants’ rights
and social security disability.
Thayer said last year UTCO started
to scout places the homeless people at
the encampment could stay if evicted.
People were relocated to an empty lot at
the permanently closed Graeme Stewart

Elementary School, 4525 N. Kenmore Ave.,
which was bought by real estate developer
Morningside in January 2016. The company
has plans to build luxury housing, but the
site had been left untouched for months.
Unfortunately, in September 2016, the city
refused to allow Tent City residents to continue their stay on the grassy lot and were
told to move, Thayer said.
“Ald. James Cappleman [46th Ward]
has been doing everything he can to make
Uptown a place where people who are poor
don’t feel comfortable and get pushed out
of the ward,” Thayer said. “This is not only
an injustice, but also a violation of people’s
basic civil rights.”
With nowhere else for residents to go,
UTCO filed an injunction in federal court
on Aug. 1 to halt construction until the city
provides housing or allows them to go to a
secure place, according to Thayer.
Cappleman’s office and the Chicago
Department of Family Support and
Services did not respond to requests for
comment as of press time.
UPLC’s lawsuit, filed May 17, attempts to
order the city to find housing for Tent City
residents by the time construction starts
Sept. 18, said Alan Mills, executive director
of UPLC. The plaintiffs are asking the court
to delay construction if the city cannot find
a solution within 30 days.
“They need a plan for what to do with folks
they are moving from under those bridges,”
Mills said. “It’s a public works project and
the public has a responsibility for the people
being displaced in order to do that work.”

Shelters such as North Side Housing and
Support Services, 941 W. Lawrence Ave.,
have said they will accept Tent City residents. North Side will do its best to work
with the city to house as many people as

Residents of Tent City need a new place to stay
now that the city plans to build bike paths along
the Lawrence and Wilson avenue viaducts.

possible while also maintaining city safety
codes, said Richard Ducatenzeiler, the shelter’s executive director.
“We also have to make sure we are adhering to fire code standards and safety, but
we will obviously do our best in trying to
accommodate as many people as possible,”
he said.
Tent City’s population is too large for
shelters to accommodate the possible
influx, said Dick Simpson, a political science professor at the University of Illinois
at Chicago and former 44th Ward alderman. Tent City residents enjoy living there
because it is safe, and they have made it into
a home, he added.
The homeless community was established after an August 2015 Mumford &
Sons concert on the North Side prompted
the city to clear out the homeless population
staying beneath the Lawrence and Wilson
avenue bridges, Mills said. However, the
Uptown community rallied to help the
homeless when the police tried to prevent
them from returning after the concert
ended, he said.
Although Mills said he understands
the need for bridge repairs and the dangers of not vacating the premises while
they are ongoing, he stressed the need
for a cohesive plan before the city begins
the repairs.
“Nobody thinks that a tent outside
is their first choice. They should have
houses,” Mills said, “but until the city
does that, what we hope is that they will
have a safe, visible place to stay.”
jmurray@columbiachronicle.com

» JACKIE MURRAY
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Support students, education,
not military contractors

U
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according to an Aug. 30, 2016, U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics report.
Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-VT., proposed
free public college and university tuition
during his 2016 presidential campaign,
which his campaign calculated would cost
$75 billion annually.
Immediately, critics swarmed, asking,
“How are we going to pay for that?” It is
a legitimate question, but Sanders provided an answer: a minuscule tax on Wall
Street—the industry that created the 2008
financial crisis.
However, there is little, if any, demand
for Trump to explain how he plans to
pay for escalating U.S. involvement in
Afghanistan or the cost of war. Instead, he
has created two untenable sides: Either you
support the war effort, or you don’t support
the troops.
Even Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., who
is usually a harsh critic of Trump, gave the
president’s new initiative in Afghanistan a
glowing review in an Aug. 22 interview on
Fox News.
That’s because, like many congressman,
both Republicans and Democrats, Graham
is a chauffeur for the military industrial
complex. He received $500,000 from
billionaire Ron Perelman in 2014,
whose Humvee manufacturer, AM
General, has a $245.6 million contract
with the U.S. Army, according to a July
30, 2015, article from The Intercept.
Maybe instead of granting military
contractors an endless war, our elected
officials can support students, enhancing young minds and the next generation. But at this time, it only looks like
a dream.
ebradach@columbiachronicle.com

.S. military involvement in
Afghanistan is not going away any
time soon, as President Donald
Trump ordered an increase in troops
during his Aug. 21 speech at the Fort Myer
military base in Arlington, Virginia.
America invaded Afghanistan Oct. 7,
2001, after the 9/11 terrorist attacks by the
Taliban and al-Qaida. The war has cost the
lives of 2,371 U.S. troops, 31,419 Afghan
civilians and 111,442 people overall as of
July 2016; meanwhile, it’s resulted in a $2
trillion price tag, according to the Cost of
Wars Project at Brown University. That’s
not including future costs, such as the
interest taxpayers will need to pay on the
money borrowed to finance the war.
Trump said the nation should pull out
of Afghanistan and focus on domestic
policies to “Make America Great Again”
on several occasions before and during his
presidential campaign. However, he backtracked on his already vague policy and
gave an unrealistic objective.
“From now on, victory will have a clear
definition,” Trump told the military crowd,
“attacking our enemies, obliterating ISIS,
crushing al-Qaida, preventing the Taliban
from taking over Afghanistan and stopping
mass terrorist attacks against America
before they emerge.”
What Trump has set in motion is an
objective with no possible end because he
defined victory as killing every terrorist
on Earth. Meanwhile, American taxpayers
suffer—forking over the money to extend
the nation’s longest war. This directs
money away from every level of domestic
concerns, such as education.
Although there hasn’t been a military
draft since the Vietnam War in 1973, and
those in college would normally get a deferment, this military initiative will inevitably
hurt students.
Higher education doesn’t come cheap,
but there is little being done to solve the
dilemma of mounting costs and increasing
student debt, which has exceeded credit
card debt. College tuition and fees surged
63 percent from 2006 to 2016, and college
textbook prices skyrocketed by 88 percent,

School funding bill gives
districts needed relief
» BLAISE MESA
METRO REPORTER
ILLINOIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS now have
state funding after weeks of surviving without it.
After tense negotiations between
Democrat and Republican legislators this summer, Gov. Bruce
Rauner signed Senate Bill 1947
Aug. 31. The law’s evidence-based
funding system will steer money
to the state’s 852 school districts
based on local property wealth and
student-population needs.
The bill also includes a controversial $75 million tax-credit
scholarship program for students
looking to attend private schools
instead of public schools and
$221 million for Chicago Public
Schools teacher pension assistance—a $209 million increase
from last year—according to state
legislative records.

Despite mixed reports from
education experts, this is a historic
step forward in fixing the state’s
funding crisis, said Marie Ann
Donovan, an associate professor
of education at DePaul University.
However, some schools would not
have been able to stay open without
securing state funding, she added.
“[In] some of these small, rural
districts, the superintendents
[have] been telling me, ‘I’ve got a
week and a half,’” Donovan said.
“Others were saying, ‘I have [funding] until Christmas.’”
William Sampson, chair of
Public Policy at DePaul, called
out the tax-credit scholarship program, criticizing the legislators’
support of private education over
public education.
“I think it’s shameful [and] horrible,” Sampson said. “It’s [scholarship program] an indirect way
of doing school vouchers.”

Although the bill was passed
by the state legislature Aug. 10,
Rauner delayed signing the bill,
leaving an unpaid $540 million in
state funding desperately needed
by schools to run academic programs and sending districts across
the state scrambling, said Abdon
Pallasch, spokesman for Illinois
Comptroller Susana Mendoza.
Despite Illinois passing its first
budget in more than two years on
July 6, aid could not be sent to
schools. Democrats added a provision to the budget requiring a new
school funding formula to pass
before payments could be made.
Both general payments and
those earmarked for particular
purposes, such as transportation
or special needs programs, were
withheld by the state, leaving
some schools without state aid
this academic year, said Lauren
Hummel, chief operating officer of
Palatine Township school district,
District 211.
However, District 211 is in a
strong financial position and has
not been greatly hurt by the funding dilemma, Hummel said, adding

that, “Teachers and students have
spent very little time worrying
about school closing.”
At Elmhurst school district,
District 205, students and faculty have been reporting to the
school without a problem during
the two weeks without the aid,
Superintendent Dave Moyer said.
“For us, we always try—no matter what else is going on—to keep
the focus on our learning priorities,” Moyer said.
Although both Palatine and
FILE PHOTO
Elmhurst school»districts
have
enough funds to last all year, neither could risk getting involved in
short-term borrowing if the legislation had not passed, according to
Moyer and Hummel.
“I had student and full-time
teachers calling me, emailing me
and texting me, stopping by my
office in tears,” Donovan said.
With no real way for teachers
to prepare for a situation like this,
administrators were doing anything they could to keep morale
up, Donovan said.
Administrators began addressing students and parents directly

» JOCELYN MORENO/CHRONICLE

in welcoming messages and
assemblies and easing tension
by visiting their local towns
to keep the focus on learning,
she added.
“ Teachers are pros,”
Donovan said. “We are just
going on and we are ignoring
the craziness outside.”

bmesa@columbiachronicle.com
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» SAVANNAH EADENS
METRO REPORTER
ENGRAVED INTO THE front of an
18-foot-tall Roman column that
sits along the Lakeshore trail
bike path near Soldier Field are
the fading words: “Fascist Italy
with the sponsorship of Benito
Mussolini presents to Chicago
this commemoration of a flight by
Balbo in the 11th year of the Fascist Era,” according to an Aug. 18
Chicago Tribune article.
The statue, a gift from former
Italian Prime Minister Benito
Mussolini in 1934, honors Air Force
Marshal Italo Balbo’s trans-Atlantic flight from Rome to Chicago
during the 1933 World’s Fair.
Former Chicago Mayor Ed Kelly
also renamed 7th Street to Balbo
Avenue that year to honor the flight.
Mayor Rahm Emanuel said he
would be open to removing the
Balbo statue and changing the

name of the street at an Aug. 23
City Council meeting.
“The whole concept of street
naming and monuments is honorific,” said Anthony Cardoza, a
modern European history professor at Loyola University Chicago.
“Why are we honoring a person
who was a fascist warlord and a key
figure within the fascist regime?”
Balbo was an Italian aviator,
important to Mussolini’s rise to
power and became a feared military leaders. Not long after his visit
to Chicago, Balbo led the bombing
of unarmed Africans in Ethiopia
during World War II.
This is not the first time someone has tried to remove the Balbo
monument. Following WWII, an
alderman petitioned to have it
taken down in 1946, and various
groups over the years have tried
to change the street’s name. In
2011, Cardoza was involved in a
campaign to change the name.

The monument was brought up
again just two weeks after a white
nationalist rally in Charlottesville,
Virginia, turned violent, killing
one protester and injuring 19
other protesters.
“I don’t think it is by chance that
the move to change the name of
Balbo Avenue coincides with this
movement to eliminate a lot of the
Confederate statues,” Cardoza
said, “especially with the political
climate that has emerged in the
United States, particularly since
the election of 2016.”
Bill Savage, an associate professor of instruction at Northwestern
University, has taken part in a
social media movement to rename
the downtown street. He said the
monument is no longer in context
and could be compared to having a statue of WWII German
soldiers standing in the middle
of Chicago.
“I totally understand why
Mayor Kelly would put up
this monument and rename
the street to honor Italian
Americans in 1933, but not now.
It’s 2017,” Savage said.

SEE MONUMENTS, PAGE 47

Chicago monuments at
heart of controversy

» MONICA WESTLAKE/CHRONICLE
Mayor Rahm Emanuel said he is open to removing the Balbo monument near
Soldier Field and changing the name of Balbo Drive, which honors Italo Balbo,
who was a pilot in the Italian fascist regime of the 1930s.
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Katie Svaicer
OCCUPATION: Program Manager
NEIGHBORHOOD: Riverside
interest. Sometimes it takes a
little time to get to those students
who don’t want to participate or
aren’t into sports or art. If you
can take the time to work with
that student and family one-onone, you’ll be able to find something that inspires them, and it’s
extremely rewarding. We try to
get to know people on a deeper
more personal level.

What is the key to your
organization, and all of its
programs success?
A major key is the adaptability of
the program to meet the needs of
the school and community that
we are in. We also employ people
who are really passionate to
ensure students are learning the
most they can while having fun.
What makes us unique is we
don’t have a cookie-cutter program. We come in with an open
mind and want to be a partner; we
don’t want to be a totally separate
entity. Our goal is to work with
everybody and become a staple
in that school and become part of
the experience.
Every school has homework
help time, or sports and outdoor
recreational time, but the specific
activities that are happening at
that school are specific to that
site. We use surveys, focus groups
and advisory boards to figure out
what they need to be at that group.

What would happen to these
kids if your organization
wasn’t around to help them?
We have a lot of diverse programing with students in a lot of different kinds of populations. For
some of those students, they may
end up in a gang, end up in jail or
maybe even end up pregnant as a
teenager. However, the students
I’m working with are in a different
situation. I do think that we help
our students gain that confidence
to help them be successful.

What is your favorite part
about working alongside
» Courtesy KATIE SVAICER
Youth Guidance?
Given that my background and
Public elementary schools]. It’s passion is in art, getting to see
been interesting to work with fam- these students find new ways to
ilies and students from all over the express themselves creatively
city who come from all walks of life has always been what I take the
and mixed-income communities. most joy in. Watching students
We are able to work with students blossom and express themselves
who may have never been exposed creatively when they may have
to the kind of programs we are been more introverted or have
offering, which is truly rewarding. other disadvantages is amazing.

What is the greatest student
success story?
We had a student a couple years
ago who had autism. He was very
well tempered but never really
engaged in our activities. One
day, he signed up for one of our
dance classes. He took right to it
and loved it. Eventually, he performed in one of our shows and
got a standing ovation. The dance
class really helped him break out
of his shell. Before, he was really
introverted, and it helped him
find a way to express himself.

How does it feel knowing
your program helps 1,000
kids a year?
It makes me very proud of the time
and commitment I’ve put into the
organization. It also makes me
hopeful we can help more in
the future. I would love to see
the number double eventually. As an organization we are
growing and are constantly
What are the Extended Day Do you think Youth Guid- reaching more students all
and Enrichment programs?
ance is making a difference? the time. Some schools we
We offer after-school program- I think students are definitely deal with have large student
ming as well as spring, summer taking it to heart, especially when populations, so I think it’s
and winter break camps. We work we are able to find a student’s definitely obtainable.

bmesa@columbiachronicle.com

of school-based programs to help
children. Svaicer talked to The
Chronicle about her experience at
KATIE SVAICER’S PASSION for art Youth Guidance and the impact it
has taken her across the coun- has on the community.
try and landed her a career with
a unique way of connecting to THE CHRONICLE: What
young people in Chicago through do you do daily with Youth
customized educational programs. Guidance?
Before graduating from Columbia KATIE SVAICER: I oversee five difin 2008 with a master’s degree from ferent programs and am the direct
the Business and Entrepreneurship manager of people that work full
Department, Svaicer joined Youth time at each of those schools. I work
Guidance in 2004, a Chicago-area at Ravenswood, Edison STEM,
nonprofit that offers a wide range South Loop and Cassell [Chicago
» BLAISE MESA
METRO REPORTER

closely with the administration,
teachers, families and the communities to figure out the needs of
the school and offer enrichment—
mostly arts-based—that people
are looking for. We try to provide
programs they are interested in,
alongside homework help and
extra academic support. It’s a safe
place for students to learn, have
fun and engage.
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ACROSS
“__ Dad”
Jed Clampett’s discovery
Former students, for short
“Star Trek: Deep __ Nine”
Sound of a water balloon hitting
the pavement
Actor/director Lee and others
Series for George Eads
“Quantum __”
“Kate & __”
Actor Richard
Betty of old cartoons
Series about a Southern soccer
mom
“Superior __”
“I’ve Got a __”
Landed; touched down
Series set in Korea
Tidy
Actress Burke
Sher of “The Middle”
“Semi-__”; Will Ferrell movie
Actor Beatty
“Dr. Quinn, Medicine __”
Wipe away
Solution to Last Week’s Puzzle

45 Ridiculous
46 Susan of “L.A. Law”
47 “__ of New York”; film for
Leonardo DiCaprio
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DOWN
Gender: abbr.
Setting for “Heidi”
“American Housewife” actress
Tumor suffix
Q-U connection
Furniture wood
“__ Age: Collision Course”;
animated film sequel
“__ Miserables”
Bath with seats
“Orange Is the New Black” role
“Now You __ Me”; Jesse
Eisenberg movie
Cold sore site
“A __ Like Love”; film for
Amanda Peet
“NCIS: __ Angeles”
“Hogan’s Heroes” setting: abbr.
Rebecca’s husband on “Return
to Amish”
__ King Cole
Role on “Roseanne”
Vaudevillian __ Olsen
Long or Peeples
Actor Mineo
Suffix for strong or long
“__ Behaving Badly”
Lion’s lair
Billy __ Williams
“You __?”; Lurch’s line on “The
Addams Family”
“The Crazy __”; sitcom for Robin
Williams
Marry
“Who Do You Think You __?”
Charles or Romano
Head topper
“Cat __ Hot Tin Roof”
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Balbo Avenue is a three block
section of downtown where thousands of tourists walk every year.
“It’s right there in the heart of
the city,” Savage added. “If our
heart has room for a fascist, we
need to look at our heart.”
There are also groups against
removing the monument and
re-naming the street. Dominic
DiFrisco, president-emeritus
of the Joint Civic Committee
of Italian-Americans, publicly
denounced the campaign following Emanuel’s comments.
DiFrisco did not respond to
requests for comment as of press
time.
Balbo’s is not the only controversial monument in the city. On the
corner of Martin Luther King Jr.

» MONICA WESTLAKE/CHRONICLE
Local advocate groups are raising awareness to the controversy surrounding a
statue of George Washington located in the South Side of Chicago.

Drive and 51st Street is the George
Washington statue—named after
the founding president—with
nearby Jackson Park named after
President Andrew Jackson.
Bishop James Duke of the
Christian Liberation Church
is asking Emanuel and the city
to remove the statue of George
Washington and change the park
names, arguing the city should not
place statues of slave owners in
black communities.
Duke did not respond to request
for comment as of press time.
Errick Shambley, 49, has lived
in the Washington Park area
since 1979. As he sat under the
Washington statue, he looked up
and shook his head.
“[The statue is] not appropriate,” Shambley said. “It shouldn’t
have got up there in the first place.

Majority of the people here don’t
even know what [Washington] did,
or why he was even put up there.”
However, Emanuel was not
in favor of making changes to
Washington and Jackson parks.
“I’m against changing the
names. Those are presidents who
actually worked at liberty and perfecting the union,” Emanuel said.
Advocacy groups want to
change the names to honor Harold
Washington, the first black
Chicago mayor, and Jesse
Jackson, a civil rights activist.
“It’s appropriate for this
to be named after Harold
Washington,” Shambley said.
“He deserves it. This was his
city. See, I want them to tell
me why George Washington
was put up here in the first
place, out of all the presidents.”
seadens@columbiachronicle.com
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[Balbo Avenue] is right there in the heart of the
city. And if our heart has room for a fascist, we
need to look at our heart.
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